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SEC Announces Election Results
Academic Affairs Committee:
Tony Piccirillo 302 votes
Susan Crimmins 296
Sandra Smith 268
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board
Henry Copeland 412
William Bond 216
Gordon Smith 15, write-in
Karen Armstrong 8, write-in
Board of Inquiry:
Scott Smith 382
Ken Tate 348
Tom Santopietro 285

College Affairs Committee
Susan Lewis 314
Rebecca Dunn 297
Steve Kayman 278
Phil Hewett 264

Curriculum Committee
Stow Walker 316
Betsy Kellogg 258
Arlene Kanter 252
Robin Landry 190

Connecticut Public Interest Research Group
Richard Tucci 381
Steve Kayman 313
Steve Batson 286
John Holloway 254
Mac Margolis 222

Mather Policy Board:
Peter Allegra 262
Gil Childers 15 write-in
Peter Taussig 13, write-in
Leslie Hyde 11, write-in
Peter Vorhees 4 write-in

Financial Affairs Committee
Peter Spielman 228

Board of Reconsideration
Rand Forman 363
James Plagenhoff 7, write-in

Library Committee:
Margi Zoe Sutro 332
Andrew Yaffe 207

Budget Committee
Yutaka Ishizaka 427
Robin Landy 357
Eric Wright 325
Debby Smith 236
Sandra Smith 225
Arthur Johnson 200

Mather Hall Board of Governors:
Chip Kruger 328
Barry Ehrlich 288
Peter Mindnich 265
Lisa Mindnich 257
Mark Farber 252
Alexander Weedon 246
Andrew Isaac 236
Sam Thayer 231
Norm Luxemburg 222
Claudia Zanger 206
Eric Wright 205

Committee on Buildings and Grounds:
Gary Morgans 257
Gil Childers 250

Student Government Association:
Yutaka Ishizaka 486
Gary Morgans" 362
Christopher Max 327
Mary Nelson 310
Charles Stewart 287
Jeff Clark 279
Rebecca Dunn 248
Phil Hewett 218
Thomas Santopietro 216
Steve Kayman 196
Bob Murenia 189
Mark Kupferberg 182
David Lewis 170
Steve Batson 152
Jeffrey Mandler 119
Gil Childers 57 write-in
William Bond 41
Ric Meier 21, write-in

Student Activities Committee:
Tony Piccirillo 357
Jeffrey Clark 331
Steve Batson 236
Janice Hester 224
Larry Golden 218
Ted Gottesdeiner 200
Steering Committee of the Development
Committee
Chip Kruger 333
Student Life and Community Relations:
Scott Smith 319
Paul Sachs 315
Trinity College Council
Gil Childers 296
Jeff Clark 284
Sam Thayer 281
Adron Keaton 262
Rand Porman 214
Ray Albo 209
Hal Sinullen 204
Bill Curren 201
The 929 ballots and 77 tally sheets are
available for inspection by any interested
parties in the Student Gov't. Office, open
Mon.-Friday, 1:00 PM-5:00 PM,

Speakers Consider Prejudice
by Jim Cobbs
Prejudice is still prevalent in America,
said Cornelia T. Johnson, the guest speaker
at an "Open Market Place of Ideas" on
prejudice, held in the Chapel last Tuesday
night.
^
The marketplace, which was sponsored by
the Committee on Minority Interests,
consisted of a talk by Johnson, followed by
comments and rebuttal by ten faculty,
administration, and student speakers, who
afterwards headed small discussion groups.
Much of this discussion concerned Trinity's
role in eliminating prejudice in Hartford.
"Unspoken prejudice can be crushing,"
Johnson said. "Young black children suffer
great pain in growing up in white society,"
she stated.
Johnson said the difficulty of black males'
nndmg employment was one indication of
•Another example, she said, is that
methadone given to addicts is more adoictive than heroin itself.
Ope of the reasons for continuing
Prejudice,
Johnson
said
was. that parents
down>
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without
being aware
°r >t. She said a white parent referring to a
group of black people as "them" could set
d
« example of racism for children.
Johnson is a Hartford community leader
and is currently a Family Service worker
tthe South Arsenal Neighborhood
g
Devel
opment Corporation and Greater
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Hartford Process. Active in the field of
mental health, she is the co-founder of the
Amistad House, a group home for girls.
President Lockwood, in response to
Johnson's speech, said he "is tired of the
empty rhetoric about improving racial
relations." He said, "we must have a
specific project—we must find some way to
work with public schools."
Edwin Nye, Dean of Faculty, said the
school does not have a role in reshaping
Hartford. "The goal of Trinity is to produce
people who can instigate change," he said.
"To accomplish that we must set our own
house straight," he said. "The institution
cannot bring change—the people in it must
do," Nye stated.
James Miller, assistant professor of
English, disagreed with Nye, for he felt that
Trinity could help improve the public
education in Hartford. ^
Fracine Blau, instructor of economics,
said the feminist movement and the women
of minorities cannot splinter. "It is possible
to do this with separate organizations if they
keep their goals broad and coalate as often
as possible," she said. "Real social change
cannot take place with splintering," she
added.
Neil Garston, assistant professor of
Economics, said society needs "the
separation of whites from blacks, men from

women, and one from the other." "If they all
teamed up it would be reverse prejudice,"
he said.
Christina Medina, '74, said oppressed
people must start to struggle. "This
showcase of liberalism and good intentions
amount to nothing more than cheap talk,"
she said. "Lockwood should show more
support for minority interests," she added.
"As an Asian, lam cpnsidered a third-rate
citizen," said Jeanne Horn, '.77. She said the
white power structure was not ready to give

up power yet because they do not want to
lose their position as the number one group.
William Bowie, assistant professor of
Chemistry, said Trinity is doing just what it
is supposed to do in the community.
"Students must contribute on their own," he
said. "Our school Should institutionalize
getting rid of prejudice," he added.
Other speakers were Samuel Hendel,
professor of political science, and Janice
Hester, '76.

Police Arrest Student
Demonstrators At UConn
(CPS)—Two-hundred
seventy-eight
students have been arrested in demonstrations protesting university policy on
minorities and the use of state police on
campus demonstrations at the University of
Connecticut at Storrs.
Recently students have held marches and
voiced demands for: the censuring of two
professors in the anthropology department
whom they charge are conducting racially
biased cultural research, the expansion of
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the black cultural center and more minority
recruitment and financial aid to minorities.
According to university officials, growing
unrest among the university's 600 black
students "came to a head" April 22 when
black students peacefully sat in at the
reading room of the university library.
University President Glenn W. Ferguson
responded to the sit-in by calling in the state
police who carried out and arrested 219
students.
The following evening 70 predominantly
white students and four faculty members
calling themselves "The Coalition" again
occupied the library in support of the black
student demands and in protest of the use of
state police. Ferguson again called in the
state police and 59 of the demonstrators
were arrested and charged with first-degree
criminal trespassing. All of the arrested
have been released on written promises to
appear in court on May 21.
Student leaders say that the court app».a" ".nee will be a major inconvenience to
many students as the last day of finals will
conclude by May 7.
Ferguson, characterized by one university spokesperson as "definitely sympathetic" to students' demands in the past,
felt that strong measures were necessary in
light of the fact that the library would be a
critical resource during upcoming final
exams.

Firm Designs New Library Wing
by Melissa Everett
The Library Advisory * Council (LAC)
formally recommended expansion of the
Library in a Council memo dated April 30. A
proposal will be submitted to the Board of
Trustees, May 25, stated Ralph Emerick,
Librarian.
The Advisory Council also recommended
that space for an Audio-visual Center be
included in the proposed addition. Ralph D.
Arcari, (Chief of Readers' Services), said,
"We need to expand in three areas: seating
for users, shelves for books, and work space
for the staff".
According to Arcari, an appraisal of the
library's needs and a program for expansion
have been prepared by the New York architectural firm of Warner, Burns, Toan,
and Lunde.
"{•Students, staff, faculty and consultants
agree that the marginal present discomforts

of operation will increase logarithmically as
the book collection grows. The present rate
of acquisition is 10,-000 volumes a year,"
says the firm's report.
The proposed $4 million addition would
house AV facilities, current periodicals,
administrative offices, the Watkinson
Library, and other special collections,
Arcari stated.
Space freed in the present building would
provide additional study and lounge areas
and allow better organization of the
Library's collection, he said. The current
reclassification project, Arcari noted,
requires space for rearrangement of books
and additional card catalogues.
The architect's report states that 130
additional reader seats would be provided
by the expansion. Present seating capacity
is 450, it said, "or about 25% of the reader-

user constituency". In surveys taken this
semester, Arcari said, expansion was
favored by 53 out of 62 faculty members. The
other nine were noncommital, he noted. He
also said that 458 students out of 499
recommended expansion.
The three-story addition would occupy a
57,100 square-foot L-shaped area to the north
and east of the present building, according
to the architect's proposal. Arcari said the
Advisory Committee favored this over an
alternative five-story extension to the east.
The L-shaped addition would increase
window space and maintain the central
location of the circulation desk, he said. It
would also concentrate the noise and
disturbance of construction on three floors
instead of five, Arcari continued.
If approved, the addition will take at least
three years to complete, Emerick said.

This summer, about 50,000 volumes will be
stored in the Life Sciences basement to deal
with immediate problems of overcrowding,
Arcari reported. He said most are back
issues of periodicals, including 20,000 from
the Watkinson Library. There will be no
direct access to this facility, he continued,
but a library staff member will make daily
trips to obtain items requested in advance,
The architects' analysis reviews such
long-term measures as reduction of
acquisition rate, proliferation of departmental libraries, long-term storage of
materials at another site, and co-operation
with other libraries to compensate for
reductions in Trinity's holdings. The expansion was favored by the Library Advisory Committee "to maintain the excellence of the Trinity Library," Emerick
said.

Curriculum Committee Rejects Proposa
For Credit To TRIPOD Editors
by Kim Jonas
The Curriculum Committee, at its May 2
meeting, rejected a proposal that would
have given one academic credit per
semester to the editor-in-chief and
managing editor oi the Tripod.
The proposal, drawn up by Tripod editor
Lindsay Mann, 76, argued that the two
editorial positions are comparable to the
role of teachers of a student-taught course in
journalism, as (.he editors are responsible
for teaching the staff journalistic skills.
The proposal further said that the two
editors developed skills of analysis,
organization, and implementation of a total
product, while gaining a broadening understanding of the operation of a college.

Members of the committee questioned the
proposal on several grounds. Frank Kirkpatrick, Assistant Professor of Religion,
commented that the proposal provides no
means for the editor-in-chief to evaluate the
progress of the staff during the semester,
nor any means for a faculty advisor to
evaluate the performance of the editors.
The proposal simply states that, as long as
the paper appears weekly, both persons
should receive credit. Robbins Winslow,
Dean for Educational Services, noted that
the two persons could do all the work
themselves, not teaching anyone, and still
get credit, under the terms of the proposal.
Both Winslow and KLrkpatrick objected to

the proposal on the grounds that it basically
asks credit for the experience of being
editor-in-chief or managing editor. Winslow
commented that, even in independent study
courses of this type, some analysis of the
experience is generally required.
Mann, in defense of the proposal, noted
that in past years the curriculum committee
has approved credit for the editor-in-chief
through independent study units, considering the position a sort of student- taught
course.
Karl Haberlandt, Associate Professor of
Psychology, said he felt that it would be
difficult for the Committee to make a
blanket approval for all future editors to

receive credit. Peter Basch, '76, added that
the proposal would give to the Tripod
editorial board the Curriculum Committee's
prerogative of approving the individuals to
whom credit would be given.
Mann noted a real need for the editor-inchief and managing editor to receive
academic credit, due to the time-consuming
nature of the positions. Most member of the
committee agreed that, while some means
of reducing time demands on the editors,
through giving credit or other means, was
necessary, the proposal was unsuitable in its
current form.

Garafolo Issues Security Warning;
Cites Attempted Rape
Students should continue to be security
conscious according to Alfred A. Garafolo,
Director of Campus Security.
"We only have another few weeks to go,"
said Garafolo. With warm weather, and the
end of term near, students would be up later,
and going in and out of doors more than at
other times of the year, he said, increasing
the probability for the occurrence of both
thefts and violent crimes.
Garafolo said there had been an incident
of attempted rape on campus the weekend of
April 20, when an intruder came through a
Goodwin coed's unlocked door late at night.
The girl was able to talk the intruder out of
assaulting her, he said.

The girl'was sure that her would-be attacker was not a Trinity student, said
Garafolo. The incident was reported to the
Hartford Police, he added.
Most of the thefts here were still happening through unlocked doors and win-,
dows, said Garafolo. Short of putting a
guard in every hallway, he said, the most
effective way to prevent thefts or violent
crimes was for students to be security
conscious, he said.
Thomas A. Smith, vice-president of the
College, echoed most of Garafolo's sentiments. "We know that as the days get
longer and the weather gets warmer, both
we and the students have to be more at-

Students Misuse
Fire Extinguishers
by Alison Stoddard
"Fire extinguishers in the dormitories are
the first line of defense for people's lives,"
said RielS. Crandall, director of Buildings
and Grounds, in a recent interview concerning the abuse of fire extinguishers on
campus.
John Wathne, Chief of Building Maintenance, cited the cost of recharging an
empty extinguisher to be $10.40. According
to Wathne, "Over two semesters, the college
has spent ove"r $1200 in replacement of stolen
or damaged equipment, and an additional
$1000 in recharging empty extinguishers."
Crandall noted that only about $150 of the
$1200 was used for legitimate maintenance
purposes.
The college is supplied for the most part
with fire extinguishers of the powder type,
which are useful in fighting all types of fires.
However, Crandall pointed out that the
equipment is of no use if it is missing or
empty.
Crandall stressed his two major concerns
in the issue. Firstly, empty fire extinguishers offer a false sense of security.
Secondly, Crandall pointed out that un-

necessary losses are replaced with students'
tuition money, and greater losses mean
more money from the students.
Further, Crandall emphasized the
damaging effects of fire and the toxic effects
of gases that may be emitted. Said Crandall,
"People are killed more often by fumes than
fire. Persons may be killed without the
actual fire even getting near their room."
In Wathne's opinion, "Irresponsible
handling of fire extinguishers shows a
complete disregard for the safety of others.
People are risking the lives of their fellow
students."
Over the past five years, Trinity has only
had two serious fires. According to Crandall, other legitimate fires have not been
serious due to good detecting systems, the
fast action of students, and the availability
of functional equipment. Crandall also
commended Security for the fine job they do
in checking and reporting empty, damaged,
or missing extinguishers.
Crandall and Wathne, warned of the
serious threat to innocent lives when fire
extinguishers are treated as playthings.

tentive" to the security problem.
Smith noted that the Security staff and
equipment are in good condition, and that
the degree of protection that students could
give themselves and others is now important. "A thief can make a good living off
a couple of college campuses," he said.
Students, he continued, have to be careful to
lock their doors and be attentive to
strangers on campus.
Garafolo added one final note: a request
that students mark their valuables
(Security has an engraver available for
student use), and report all losses or thefts
to Security. "If a loss is reported to us, we
know who to return it to," he said.

Currently, Security is in possession of
many valuables whose owners have not
come to claim them. Garafolo produced a
box filled with rings, bracelets, watches,
keys, and other items. "This is just the
small stuff," he said.
He also produced glasses, contact lenses,
brooches, and said he had clothes in his
custody as well.
Unless there is identification on the lost
item, or unless the student who lost it comes
to claim it, Garafolo said, there was nothing
he could do.

John Barth, Existential Author,
Speaks At Trinity
John Barth, novelist and teacher, visited
Trinity on Monday, May 6, as the English
Department's sixth annual speaker for the
Senior Symposium.
Stephen Minot, associate professor of
English, described Barth as "one of the
foremost novelists in the United States."
Barth is the author of such novels as "The
Floating Opera," "End of the Road," "Giles
Goat Boy", "Chimera", "Sot-WeedFactor", and the collection of short stories.
"Lost in the Fun House".
Barth was born in 1930, and has taught at
Penn. State University, State Univ. of New
York at Buffalo, Boston Univ., and is

presently teaching in the writing seminars
program at Johns Hopkins University,
according to Minot,
Minot added that Barth's works have been
read in many English courses, particularly
in Trinity's Senior Seminar program. Toe
program has, in conjunction .with tne
Student Activities Fund, sponsored a major
speaker or critic since 1968, he continued
Today, Tuesday, May 7, at 10:301 m
Goodwin Lounge, students, particularly
English majors, are invited to discuss
Barth's works and presentation, Minot
concluded.

Reserve Your 1974 Ivy
The 1974 yearbook which will be
delivered in the fall, may be purchased
before May 22. You will receive a subscription form next week, which should
be returned with full payment (five
dollars) if vou wish to receive a copy of

the IVY. The publication run will be
determined by advanced sale, and we cw
not anticipate having "extra' copies™
the fall. To insure receiving your copy,
please return the form and your payment
by May 22.
.
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Borden W. Painter, Jr., associate
professor of history at Trinity College, has
been appointed chairman of the history
department effective July 1, 1974, it was
announced by President Lockwood. Painter
succeeds George B. Cooper, who held the
chairmanship since 1964.

Painter
Replaces

Painter, who came to Trinity in 1964, is a
1958 Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Trinity and
was a 1958-1959 Woodrow Wilson Fellow. He
received anM.A. in 1960 and a Ph.D. in 1965
from Yale. He also holds an S.T.B. degree
from General Theological Seminary.

Cooper As

Painter was ordained a priest in the
Episcopal Church in 1963 and currently
assists at St. James Episcopal Church in
Farmington.

History
Chairman

He was a member of the faculty of the
Trinity College Rome Campus in 1971 and
has been appointed Director of the summer
program
in
Rome
for
1974.

Borden W, Painter Jr.

He is a member of the American
Historical Association, the New England
Historical Association and the Conference
on British Studies.

George B. Cooper

Nye Praises Summer Pay Plan Started ln'71
by Carey Laporte
Three summers ago, said Edwin P. Nye,
acuity, Trinity initiated a change in the
salary basis for summer term instructors of
undergraduate courses. Under this new
salary basis, he explained, each instructor
is paid a certain amount for each course
credit earned by each tuition-paying student
enrolled in summer term undergraduate
courses. This replaces the stipend, or fixed
rate per course, which still exists in
graduate courses, Nye noted.
According to Nye, this new system was
initiated in order to help keep the summer
session "self-supporting". With the stipend
system, "We would sometimes lose money
because a small course enrollment would
cause the stipend paid the instructor to
exceed the total tuition," remarked Nye.
This new salary rate applies to "undergraduate courses which are not
specifically required but are electives,"
said Nye. "Because we are unsure of the
demand of these courses, such as languages
and mathematics, we worked out this
program where courses are given
tutorially," continued Nye. "With this
program, regardless of the size of the course
enrollment, the course will be offered
whereas on the stipend basis, this would be
financially impossible."
There still remains an enrollment
financial risk, Nye stated, although it now
falls on the instructors. The stipend per
course given for graduate courses, which
Nye stated posed no enrollment problems, is
$1200 for a professor, $1100 for an associate
professor, $1000 per assistant professor, and
•900 for an instructor (figures obtained from
Mrs. Carole Lawson of the Graduate Of-

fice). The rate offered per course credit per register, the college would lose money. This
tuition-paying is $125, he said. "Thus, a way only the instructors are gambling, not
professor who teaches an undergraduate
course to 10 tuition-paying students, will the entire summer program," Nye conearn more than a professor teaching a cluded.
Dr. Donald Hook, associate professor of
graduage course with 10 enrollment
Modern
Languages, stated that this new
students," Nye stated,
other students who did sign up may be salary basis has been"satisfactory" to him.
knocked out of the course. Under our "Last year a dozen students enrolled in my
system, a student can be sure that a course course (Intensive German), so I did well
will be given and not have to worry about
their plans being ruined."
The rate per student basis also applies to
supervisors of summer independent study
candidates, he said. "Those who supervise
independent studies in the summer also
must be compensated, although there is no
remuneration for their supervision" of IDP
by Arthur J. Johnson
candidates during the year, when they
receive regular salaries," stated Nye.
Preston Wilcox, head of Afram
Associates,
a • black
educational
"Under this new salary system," Nye organization, spoke Saturday in,McCook
said, "we can now accommodate students Auditorium at the Upward Bound
and teachers who want to study in the Program's Parent's Day. The Afram House,
summer and not put a financial strain on located in a fifth floor loft in Harlem, he
others during the regular year." Nye also explained, serves as an educational model
added that "summer courses are a bargain by assembling a black events calendar that
as compared to the rest of the year. At $180 serves the whole U.S.A. and distributing
per course, one can make up ground or material containing black perspectives.
accelerate by studying in the summer."
"We serve as a propaganda mill for the
There are three summer sessions, June. African world view," Wilcox explained. The
24-Jul. 23, Jul. 25-Aug. 23, and a six-week Afram House also contains a library and a
research center.
session from Jun. 27 to Aug. 6.
While director at a program at Princeton
"However," he continued, "it is unlikely which was a forerunner of the Upward
that more than 15 or 20 students sign up for Bound program, Wilcox said he discovered
an undergraduate course. If a professor that people have the strength to help
were to teach an undergraduate course at a themselves. Of the forty students involved in
fixed rate of $1200 and only 4 or 5 students the program, half are now working in the
black community and half are working in
the white community, Wilcox estimated.
"The former are for the people and the
latter are against the people," elaborated
Wilcox.
Wilcox told the audience of students,
The Mather Hall Board of Governors will The festivities will begin with a Karate
parents, and Trinity tutors that he has"
present the First Annual Monkey Phart match between Neal Garston and Leo
sought to live a purposeful life without exDay, a day of fun and festivities, on Thur- Hamel at 11 a.m. The student events will
ploiting people. "I have always tried to
sday, May 9, on the Quad.
•
begin at l p.m., and will consist of contests
share myself with others because the.
involving beer drinking (with, obstacle
measure of anything worthwhile is whether
course), Frisbee throwing, tug-of-war,
it is being shared," Wilcox continued.
paper plane throwing, pie eating, kite flying,
Concerning the specific problems that
novelty races, and goldfish swallowing.

financially. Mrs. Lawsonhas told me that so
far this year there have been fifteen
inquiries regarding German," Hook continued. "Even if the enrollment were low, I
would not be displeased because I would be
helping students.
As for a third alternative to these two
salary systems, Nye replied that "other
colleges have fixed a minimum enrollment
at six students, and if this is not met, then

Wilcox Speaks To Upward
Bound Students

Monkey Phart Day

minorities face, Wilcox felt that only the"
oppressed couJd help themselves. "Anyone
else who says they can solve our problems is
either the C.I.A. or a trick," WilcoxVarned.
During the recent energy crisis in which
Africa supported the Arabs, Wilcox felt that
American blacks could have been more
instrumental in the outcome. "We should
have used more oil and forced a shortage to
make America deal with the Arabs," Wilcox
proposed.
On the subject of the late Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King's birthday still not being a legal
holiday, Wilcox noted that blacks annually
must pay homage to George Washington.
"Jews aren't expected to celebrate Hitler's
birthday, but we are supposed to celebrate
the birthday of a slaveholder. Washington
didn't free his slaves until he died. We
should celebrate his death day," Wilcox
said, .
Wilcox pointed out that King is not
recognized as a great black man but as a
great man. "The names Marx, Martin and
Malcolm will go d.own in history because
they shaped the black and wJiite destiny of
the world," Wilcox added.
The important part of life is caring about
people, Wilcpx expressed. "People who care
about you demonstrate it." He concluded
saying, "You can't change people, but you
can have an impact on them through your
behavior, not your words."

Study Traces I ncreased
Conservatism Among Students

Prizes include Frisbees, Trinity mugs,
cases of beer, plane rides, one large pizza, a
seafood dinner for two, and a five-dollar gift
certificate at Marty's Adult World.
"Munchy Night" will be on Wednesday
night at 10 p.m. in the dining hall, with good
eats for all, and music by Blues Train.
Thursday, May 9 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room, Stokely Carmichael,
sponsored by the Intercultural Studies
Department and the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks, will speak to the College community.
-,t

(CPS)-This year's college freshman class
advocates greater student freedom and
independence but are more politically
"middle-of-the-road" than previous first
year classes according to the American
Council on Education (ACE).
For the first time in the ACE survey's
history, those preferring a "middle-of-theroad" political position accounted for more
than half of the new students.
Those considering themselves "conservative" or "far right" declined to, 14.5%
from 16.6% while those choosing "liberal"
or "far left" moved to 34.8% to 35.4%.
The percent age of students selecting
"none" as their religious preference, which
had steadily risen from 6.9% to 14.3% between 1966 and 1972, dropped back to 10.1% in
this year's class.
The proportion of first year students

planning to obtain, graduate degrees increased to 59.9% in 1973, the highest figure
since the survey was initiated in 1966.
According to the ACE report the new
students' continued to show increasing
support for the legalization of marijuana
48.2% today compared with 19.4% four years
ago.
Pass-fail grading,, or the abolition of
college grades lost support-dropping from
42.6% in 1971 to only 34.8% this year.
Nine out of 10 of the students, surveyed
agreed women should receive the same
salary and opportunities for advancement
as men in comparable positions. In 1970
fewer than eight in 10 agreed.
Similarly agreement that activities of
married women are best confined to home
and family dropped to 30.4% from 47.8% in
1970.
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Choir Spring Concert a Success
by Bruce Kinmonth
If any of you happened to go by the front of
Austin Arts Center a few weeks ago, you
may have been pleasantly surprised to find
the concert choir rehearsing on the front
steps. And if you thought they sounded good
then (I did), they sounded even better in the
Chapel last Saturday night. This was partly
due to the benevolent acoustic qualities of
the Chapel, and partly due to the fact that
the choir was singing particularly well.
The concert opened with The Last Words
of David by Randall Thompson. The piece
starts with a flurry of D major scales, and
then quiets down to a beautiful chorale
section. The choir's rendition was excellent,
and was an encouraging start to the
evening's performance.Next the choir sang Who is at my Window,
Who? by Welford Russel, and a Motet, op. 29
by Brahms. The Russel was equally as good
as the Thompson, but I was a little disappointed with the Brahms as the choir could
not quite handle some of the rapid counterpoint and stay together within sections,
which gave the piece a somewhat muddy
quality.
During what the program described as "a
brief pause", a small chamber orchestra
from Hartt consisting of strings and per-

cussion took their places to assist in the
evening's feature work, Vaughan Williams'
Dona Nobis Pachem.
Even being as skeptical of Hartt
musicians as I am, I was quite pleased with
their performance. Dona Nobis Pachem
proved to be a glorious piece, and despite its
length, it held my complete attention
throughout. Although the choir's singing
was becoming a little less precise than it
was in the two opening pieces, they sang as
if they genuinely enjoyed singing the
Vaughan Williams, an attitude necessary to
give life to a performance.
Although the Chapel acoustics are good
for many things, I found them to be terrible
for the percussionists. The reverberation in
the Chapel made any crispness on the snare
drum or tympani impossible. I think it
would have helped a lot to have played the
snare drum with the snare off.
On the other hand, the acoustics are great
for the organ, which proved unfortunate,
since the organ completely obliterated the
orchestra at times, and also made it difficult
to hear Jim Finklestein's solo.
Congratulations are due to Jim
Finklestein and Peggy Holmes for their solo
roles, (although I think the choir as a whole

Queen & Mott the Hoople
by Reynolds Onderdonk
play in Waterbury
British superstars Queen and Mott the
Hoople appeared at Waterbury's Palace
Theatre Saturday night and put on splendid
performances. Both bands displayed virtuosity and a talent for showmanship that
complemented the general excellence of
their songs.
Queen played first after an awe-inspiring
entrance. Crashing chords and a burst of
yellow-pink light simultaneously introduced
the band, who posed theatrically in flowing
robes and silk jerkins. Two selections from
the "Queen II" album opened up their set,
*%s*ther and Son" and "Ogre Battle". Brian
May, lead guitarist, was liquid-smooth on
these two pieces as lead vocalist Freddie
Mercury pranced about stage, revelling in
his white robes.
Brian May was the real star of Queen's
half of the evening. The spotlight would
continually rest on him as he stood sweating
over his complex, nearly faultless guitar
solos. Roger Meddows-Taylor, drummer,
also put on a good show with a super-loud
drum extravaganza at the end of "Great
King Rat". Freddie Mercury is an excellent
vocalist, but appeared reluctant to sing
higher notes. For example, on "Great King
Rat", Mercury refused to attempt the highs,
instead lowering his voice an octave on
those parts. Mercury is an exciting performer who strides back and forth across
stage, visiting each player and slashing
himself in a lean-back pose, arms shooting
out at each crescendo in the music.
Songs played, aside from the first two,
were all on the first "Queen" album. Excellent were "Son and Daughter", "Great
King Rat", "Liar", "Keep Yourself Alive"
and a frenzied "Modern Times Rock and
Roll'', Brian May executed the guitar solo of
the evening on "Son and Daughter", outdoing in sheer virtuosity Mott the Hoople
guitarist, Aerial Bender's ten-minute effort
«ter on that evening.
Mott the Hoople followed, and played for
an hour and a half. They are the kind of band
that loves to play. Overend Watts, bass
Player smiled perpetually throughout the
concert and genially shook hands with the
front row on his way out.
Ian Hunter, the lead vocalist and rhythm
guitarist put on a little show throughout the
set with lead guitarist Aerial Bender,
"etending to detest the Bender, Hunter
constantly shoved him and disdainfully
slapped him in the cheek every time Aerial
approached him. Giving Hunter the finger

""Going-Out Guide—ON CAMPUSClnestudio- Tonight: Tom Jones
(7:30); The Long Goodbye (9:55).
Wednesday through Saturday: A
James Cagney Festival- Wednesday &
Friday: Oklahoma Kid (7:30); White
Heat (9:15). Thursday & Saturday:
Angels with Dirty Faces (7:30); Yankee
Doodle Dandy (9:30), for which Cagney
won Best Actor Academy Award.
Postlude- David Meriwther plays the
organ Wednesday at 10 in the Chapel.
Theatre- A brief performance of a
b Arabal called Orison

outdid them this time) and to Mark KenAll in all, I really enjoyed myself, and I
nedy's competent if somewhat loud ac- feel the choir sounded better Saturday night
companiment on the organ. The Hartt or- than I have ever heard them. I'm sure
chestra also deserves a hand, especially the anyone who attended the concert joins me in
first cellist who handled a solo passage wishing them all a great time in England.
beautifuEy.
They deserve it.

Pleasing Pipes

From Left to Right: Greg Duffy, Paul Loether, Paula Galiefte, Jim Kirschner, Elizabeth Ross, David Snyder, Neil Smith, and David Waltos.

was the Bender's favorite retaliation, even
in the midst of a trying tuitar riff.
Aerial Bender, alias Luther Grosvenor,
late of Spooky Tooth, replaces Mick Ralphs.
Short in stature, Aerial Bender reminded
me of an irksome gnat as he approached
Hunter and mastodon-like Overend Watts to
rub shoulders and stare challenge, lower lip
outthrust. Hunter allowed Aerial back his
status as "one of the guys" by permitting
him his ten-minute long guitar solo, which
signalled the end of the concert. Completing
the band were Verden Allen at piano (I
think) and Buffin, alias? at the drums.
Mott then proceeded to put on a show.
They were smoother than Queen, but that
was only because their songs were more
even overall than Queen's. Hunter's voice is
at once like Bob Dylan's and David Bowie's,
if you can imagine that combination, and he
is an excellent, excellent showman. He rules'
the band and the crowd with a flick of his
fingers. He is cold, distant, and then suddenly gracious, friendly; a most dominating
personality.
There were two plastic dummies on either
side of Buffin. Their eyes lit up and their
mouths opened and closed. Their function
was to be part of two songs, one called
"Marionette" and the other a medley of
"Driving Sister", "Backseat Killer", and
"Violence". The medley was the showstopper of the evening; as machine guns
rattled loudly, confetti poured out of one of
the dummies, and an ultra-loud, reinforced
with blood-red lighting "Violence" broke
forth, drawing a screaming crowd to leap up
and down excitedly on their seats in reply to
Hunter's mocking: "Violence, violence, it's
the only way to make you see sense". •
Other songs Mott the Hoople played were
one by Overend Watts, which I understood to
be caEed "Fifty-Eight", "All the Way from
Memphis", "Rest in Peace", "One of the
Guys", "Hymn for the Dudes", and "Alice",
which Hunter assured the audience was the
first time it was ever played in concert. For
an encore, Mott doled out the ever-popular
"All the Young Dudes."
The lighting was ultra-professional and at
a motion from Hunter would turn the
desired color. In "Rest in Pace", a star-like
device spread rays of comfort to the
audience while Hunter softly sang the song
as a humn. The best piece I thought the band .
did was an extra-slick "Hymn for the
Dudes" in which Hunter delighted me by
bending over and drawling out an ex-

The Pipes piped up on Friday to lead a
mass of tightly-packed Trinity students
on another excursion into Pied Pipery.
The music soothed, the tempo moved,
and the Pipes again proved that their
sound is by now a tradition as sacred as
the rattling music of our ancient radiator
Pipes.
The program started off with the zany
Dick Norden and Andy Taussig on piano
playing a great rendition of "Layla". A
Cat Stevens number followed and then a
nicely jazzed-up. version of the theme
from "The Godfather". The audience
was then treated to a rousing medley of
classic cartoon melodies, followed by an
excellent rendition of the aU-too-farniliar
Scott Joplin "Sting" music, Dick Huoppi,
decked out in appropriate Robert Redford garb, accompanied on clarinet and
made the music that has been subjected
to endless repetition by every tone-deaf
piano player on campus sound fresh and
very spirited.
Other high points of the NordenTaussig combination were "Will You Still
Love Me Tomorrow?" and the traditional
beer-jingle medley. Taussig's pair of Bic
pens were in good tune as he amused the
audience with the "William Tell Overture" scored for molar and bicuspid.
Their part of the program dragged on
perhaps a little too long and the playing
began to flag beyond a point. But the
audience loved them, applause soared
above them, and the crowd fairly shoved
them into a well-deserved series of entores.
After a brief intermission, the per-,
fervid Pipes swept onto the stage to the
thunderous'Huzzah!"s and "Hosanna!"s
that greeted them. They immediately
launched into a string of FM-easy.
listening type favorites such as "Working

on a Groovy Thing", "I Can Hear
Music", and "Never My Love". The
group is an attractive and talented one,
with nearly every member given an
opportunity to display one of their nonvocal talents. Greg Duffy played guitar
and banjo and he shined especially in a
banjo solo during a good rendition of
"Country Road." Paul Loether played a
pregnant bass that gave birth
somewhere in the middle of the program
to the fiddle that Elizabeth Ross played
so well. Jim Kirschner handled a mellow
clarinet, Paula Galiette was. a talented
flutist, and David Waltos accompanied
on guitar and tuneful pitch pipe. The
Pipes aiso sang an original composition
by Nell Smith, one of the group's eight
members, add it proved to be a pretty
and pleasing entry.
• Some high points on the program of the
piping-hot Pipes were the "Sloop John B"
number, a clever salute to "Mouth to
Mouth Resuscitation", the "BoogieWoogie Bugle Boy" interlude with the
three lovely ladies stepping out, and "If I
Had My Way" with a very good basso
profundo solo by David Snyder, An unnecessary low point was the routine of
"The Comparable Zambeenie Brothers"
that unfortunately did not even merit
comparison.
• .
Not to be unkind to a beloved institution, I have to confess that I found
the group's harmony weak at times and
their selection of program a little
monotonous and routine. But the Pipes
make no pretensions at being anything
but what they appear to be, a force that
commands appreciation^ induces
ovulation, and surely merits the ovation
(standing) with which a delighted
audience greeted them at the program's
conclusion.

ceptionaEy gravelly "all their hairs are
turning .... gray" which sent the crowd
howling.
All in aE, Mott the Hoople exhibits an
especially strong stage presence, while
Queen's strength lies in impressive displays
of abEity and emphasized "heaviness",
which an audience on a Saturday night
always likes. Although I thought Mott the

Hoople to be the more polish, Queen is a
newer band and really should, not be expected to outclass a group that has been
around for five years. The show was a
spectacular experience and I urge anyone
who gets the chance to see Mott the Hoople
and Queen, who are rapidly, especially after
the concert, becoming my favorite performers.

will be staged Wednesday at 8 in the High
Rise Lounge.
Music- Jonathan B. Reilly, college
organist, will present a recital on Friday
at 8:15 in the Chapel.
OFF CAMPUSTheatre- Yale Repertory Theatre
presents the world premiere of Isaac
Bashevis Singer's new comedy,
Schlemiel the First, playing in the
rotating repertory series with the doublebill premieres of Sam Shepard's
Geography of a Horse Dreamer and
Adrienne Kennedy's An Evening with
Dead F.WV and Terence McMflHY-'fi JfaB..

Tubs. Stephen Sondheim and Burt
Shevlove's musical adaptation of
AristopHane's The Frogs opens May 20th.
For ticket information, call 562-9953,
Hartford Stage Company performs
Richard Brinsley Sheridan's The School
for Scandal, opening this Friday evening.
Call 525-4258 for reservations.
Long Wharf Theatre, New Haven,
performs Bertolt Brecht's allegorical
drama, The Resistable Rise of Arturo Vi,
opening this Friday. Call 1-878-4282 for
information.
Dance- Hartford Ballet Company
performs five pieces including a world

premiere Saturday and Sunday at 2:30
and 8 at the Millard Auditorium,
University of Hartford,
Yale Repertory Theatre presents "An
Evening of Dance and Jazz with Carmen
de Lavallade and the Bill Evans Trio"
this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
evenings at the Yale University Theatre.
Music- The Wadsworth Atheneum's
Spring Celebration will be held this
Saturday from 11AM to 4 PM. Contemporary
music,
multi-media
presentations, and dance will be taking
place throughout the museum.
J
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"Souls on Fire" Sets Stage Ablaze
by Jim Furlong
Last Tuesday night the Bus Company of
the National Theatre Institute returned to
Trinity to perform their original work entitled "Souls on Fire". Unfortunately it was
not attended by many of the Trinity community. For those who did see it however it
was a thoroughly entertaining and superbly
executed production.
The National Theatre Institute is a group
of about thirty students from different
colleges who study at the Eugene O'Neill
Theatre Center for a semester of intense
theatrical work. The semester is culminated
by a production which tours many campuses
in the New England area. Last semester
they performed another excellent play here
at Trinity, Tennessee Williams' "Camino
Real".
The group uses a minimum of scenery and
props in their productions, since the places
they perform at vary greatly in quantity and
quality of facilities. Fortunately they were
greatly helped by the fine facilities at
Trinity, particularly in the area of lighting.
The lights used here added immensely to the
mood and flow of the play.
"Souls on Fire" is a collection of five
stories from the Old Testament rewritten by
Kenneth Cavander and set to music by
Barbara Damashek. The play used the
"Story Theatre" technique. This is a
technique which uses a lot of improvisation
and a minimum of the usual production
aspects such as settings, costumes, and
props. It works well for a touring company
such as this. This type of theatre also makes
no attempt to mask the performers' roles as

actors, and this makes for some interesting,
rather amusing comments by the actors out
of character.
The show opened with a somewhat
unimaginative, monotonous prologue with
the entire company performing the title
song. This was followed by the first story,
that of Abraham and Isaac. It was a

familiar story which introduced many of the
new techniques of Story Theatre (which the
audience seemed to accept quite readily).
All of the acting in this segment was quite
enthusiastic, but one performance deserves
to be singled out. Joanne Churgin gave an
excellent characterization of Abraham's
wife Sarah, a witty, soft-spoken, hard
working woman.

Next on the bill was the inconsequential
story of Io, a young girl turned into a cow Jto
a jealous matron.
The next story was the high point of the
show. Douglas Lotspeich gave a tongue-incheek but quite remarkable performance as
the fabled Hercules. From the moment he
started singing, with a totally inappropriate
twang, his ridiculous soliloquy extolling his
physical virtues to the tragic moment when
he goes through the ordeal of losing all his
strength, he had the audience eating out of
his hand and brought the house down before
intermission.
The second act consisted of two overlong
stories, one of Jonah and the other of
Samson and Delilah. Both had their unique
high points though. The underwater
sequence in Jonah was quite convincing,
while the destruction of the temple by
Samson was simply terrifying.
The entire company showed a remarkable
unity and fine ensemble spirit. Each actor
performed with a total belief in what he was
doing. On the production side the work,
though simple, was quite evidently well
done. The costumes were all similar white
tops and shorts sometimes accompanied by
cloaks and the like. The set was made en- |
tirely of bamboo sticks, which gave the show
an appropriately ancient, savage look. The }
book and. music were both clever and '
engaging, if somewhat unmemorable,
j
Overall the show was a great production '
of some original material, performed by i
thirty highly talented college students. It's a •
shame more Trinity students were not on
hand for such an enriching experience.
'

"Conrack"
Reviewed
by William Matthews
It looks as if 1974 has been and will continue to be quite a year for movies. By all
,• indications it seems that the American
' public has finally become aware of the line
films of the past two years. On the one hand,
there have been, on occasion, certain films,
which although widely publicized, have not
been good flicks. "The Exorcist",
"Papillion", and the "Great Gatsby" come
quickly to my mind. On the other hand,
some of the truly better films have been
much neglected, such as "Save the Tiger".
After reviewing "Conrack", I feel that it will
fall into the category of an unappreciated
but modestly good movie.
Based on a true story which took place on
the slum island of Yamacrow, South
Carolina, Jon Voight portrays a young
teacher, who, despite his prejudiced
southern upbringing, accepts the job of
teaching the black children of the island.
None of them can read, write, count to ten,
brush their teeth or pronounce their
teacher's name correctly, which is Pat
Conroy. "Conrack", the name the students
adopt, overcomes the learning disabilities of
the children through a creative approach to
teaching rather than the traditional and
fundamental methods. His class becomes
extremely attached to him and their admiration spreads through the adult
population of the island, even to the? semideranged moonshiner who befriends Conroy
in exchange for being taught how to read,
Conroy's concern for the people of
Yamacrow goes far beyond his duties as
educator. After finding one of the local
children drowned, Conroy teaches every
child on the island to swim. In another
episode, Conroy takes his class to Beaufort
on a Halloween field trip despite stiff
resistance froni the conservative, rednecked, Southern educational commissioner.
For his unique and unusual teaching
methods, Conroy is rewarded with his
dismissal.
"Conrack" is a typical Martin Ritt film:
chock, full of sentimental, home-grown
values not unlike having dinner with your
roommate's mid-western family, full of
those small believable values America
knows and loves. The movie, very much like
"To Sir With Love", is entertaining only
because it is a true story. Otherwards, it
would have been too sentimental and too
goody-two-shoeish. The good solid acting
scenes are offset by. the overdramatic ones
which abound throughout the film. Ritt
depends a lot, probably too much, on
milking sentimental values for some portions of the film which are obviously
overdone. In one instance, Conroy inspires
human self-pride in the black students by
playing Brahms' Lullaby and Beethoven's
5th Symphony. In another scene, the

Criticism
Photo by David Q. Duennebier

Aloft from the others, Lloyd Wolf celebrates life by perusing a tome in the
best Maypole Trinity has to offer.

Sills Sings in "La Fille du Regiment"
by Dwight L, Brown
After announcing the license plate
numbers of several cars with their lights
on, an invisible voice informed us that a
French diplomat was in our midst, also
awaiting the Connecticut Opera
Association's production of Donizetti's
"La Fille du Regiment".
Beverly Sills was magnificent in the
role of Marie. She is a "superb actress.
Though her voice was not at its best last
Tuesday, she amazed, us all by her
coloratura and high iE-flats, and even
managed to make several allusions to the
Marseilles, which were quite appropriate
for the evening's audience, as well as for
the opera. She was duly complemented ,
by Muriel Greenspon in the role of the
Marquise,
Miss Greenspon sang superbly, and
was equally comical. Most notable was
the voice lesson in the second act. The
Marquise accompanied, and made every
attempt to make a perfect lady of Marie,
who sang beautifully, but added an unbelievable number of embellishments,
most of which were so vocally acrobatic
as to be in very poor taste, if not actually

students and Conroy leave Yamacrow and
the security of home for Beaufort to the
dramatic tones of a full Hollywood orchestra
not unlike those which accompanied Bogart
saying goodbye to Bergman at the airport.

vulgar, A bit of competition ensued which
gave both singers the opportunity to show
off their voices and their abilities as
comediennes.
Pierre Duval, whom the Hartford elite
had the opportunity to applaud earlier
this season in Bellini's "I Puratani",
sang the role of Tonio. He surprised us
with his high C's, nine in one aria, and
generally sang quite well. His voice is not
as brilliant as some tenors, nor as clear;
nevertheless, though perhaps not in a
class with Sills, he is a fine singer. Spiro
Malas handled the role of Sulpice very
well. He has a strong baritone voice, and
is a good actor. He convulsed the
audience during Marie's voice lesson by
suggesting, in English, that she sing
"Tip-toe Trough the Tulips".
The sets were quite nice, considering
the limited facilities' of the Bushnell
Auditorium, and the size of the stage,
though one of the mountains had an
unusual tendency to wave when the
people backstage hit it. The orchestra
and chorus were adequate, though the
French horn soloist hit some unexpected,

not so easy undesirable, notes in the
overture. Both musically and comically,
it was a fine evening for those not
studying for exams.
It may seem strange that Donizetti
would write an opera in French, and a
comedy at that, but shortly after his
young wife died in Italy, he fled nis
memories there to begin a new life in
Paris. "La Fille du Regiment ,
Donizetti's sixty-first opera, had its
premiere on 11 February, 1840, Thougn
not immediately popular, it soon became
a hit. It was translated into.Italian, ana
performed at La Scala in October, 1840,
and had its Metropolitan debut in
January, 1902 (in French). It was made
most famous by diva Jenny Lind, it was
revived in the early 1940's at the Met W
Lily Pons, then again at Covent Garden
in June, 1966 by Joan Sutherland. Since
Miss Sutherland's revival of lhe opera
(three cheers for Joan Sutherland), it has
been very popular and is often sung ay
Sills and Sutherland, the two great
coloratura sopranos of today.

His happy-go-lucky personality along with
some very clever and candid script writing
gives Conroy an ideal character. This
characterization of Conroy seems to conflict
with the schmaltzy direction of Ritt.
Voight's dynamic acting is disappointingly
perfumed with Ritt's directional additions to
the original story.

performance and lent themselves to h
realism of the plot. Unfortunately H»
direction watered down the overall
fectiveness of the film.
If you can avoid being
so
some of the ridiculously
f;¥
scenes and enjoy the story andI fine acu *
you probably will like "Conrack B j w

The last scene is most deadly. As Conroy
leaves the dock, his students assemble on
the shore's edge as the camera cuts back
and forth from long face to long face to long
Strong acting performances also came
face, all with tearful eyes. The clincher is from Hume Cronyn who played the red-neck
when one of the kids puts on a full school superintendent and from Ruth Atstereophonic record of Beethoven's 5th. You taway, who played the grande old madam of
had to be there to believe it.
the island. Their appropriate characVoight's performance is really very good. terizations strongly reinforced Voight's

get
by me d f ^ ' Jf^Jg
g hat
get embarrassed
embarrassed by

of flic*.
flic* II wv*•
wv*• ]oy
might not be your sortt of
most
everyone
will
be
able
to"*] J
ost everyo
" if th
nte1^
"Conrack" if the viewer can
^
the schmaltzyy scenes. I won-l.,say
miss if, but you won
won't be disappointed U y
see it.
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Tati's "Playtime" Fails on All Counts
by Ron Blitz
"playtime", a Jacques Tati movie which
had its Hartford premiere at Cinestudio last
week, is the kind of foreign film that
American audiences would never enjoy. The
whole enterprise has a very snotty antiAmerican attitude about it which is all top
typical of the French, the movie has no plot
to speak of and no focal point to arouse the
sympathy of an audience, and quite frankly,
the film is not very good. Bloated with
phoney aspirations toward art and social
commentary, a good number of reputable
critics have somehow been duped into
believing that this trivial movie is worthwhile and significant, calling it a triumph
for its creator, Tati, whom they have likened
•.to Charlie Chaplin. Such irresponsible
criticism does terrible injustice to a man of
Chaplin's stature. I have never seen a T,ati
movie before, and after wasting my time at
"Playtime", I'm going to make sure that I
never see one again.

"Playtime" has no cinematic structure
whatsoever. The film begins with a group of
obnoxious American tourists disembarking
from a plane at the Paris airport, ready to
tour the gilded city of their dreams. The
tourists are nothing more than vicious
stereotypes, reflecting the narrow-minded
view of the director. I found this sequence
particularly amusing in light of the fact that
the French have recently stepped up their
promotional drive to induce more American
tourists to see their lovely country and
fatten up their economy by spending our
lovely American tourist dollars there. At
any rate, the camera follows the visitors for
quite awhile, never taking the time to
develop any of them beyond twodimensional cardboard cutouts, and then
abruptly leaves them to concentrate on
Jacques Tati in his role of Monsieur Hulot.
Hulot as a character has no distinguishable
personality, and is an awkward nebbish who

DINING OUT

Our meat was uniformly good and on the
whole, reasonably priced. I had the
"Tara's" Filet which is really excellent, as
good as I have had anywhere. My partners
had the "Kilkenny" Roast ($5.15) and the
"Shannon" Strip Sirloin (6.75). The former
is served with cheese dumpling, which is a

can be very wearing.
Through the use of the gurgling,
squeaking and shuffling sounds that modern
technology has produced and by the sight of
uniformly homogeneous pieces of architecture, Tati is trying to spoonfeed us
with social commentary. His lack of subtlety is astounding. He never comes close to
touching Francis Ford Copolla's "The
Conversation", which very cleverly and
artistically uses sounds and architecture to
their fullest and most frightening potential.
Unfortunately, Tati has none of Copolla's
superb cinematic skill and is consequently
unable to make his architectural monstrosities appear even slightly threatening.
The movie doesn't end, of course, it just..
. well . . . stops. The only significant occurrence in the entire course of the film is
when M. Hulot buys a scarf for one of the
departing lady tourists. Nothing is resolved,
but then again, there was nothing that
needed resolving. "Playtime" has to take its
place up there with "Deliverance" and
"Last Tango in Paris" for puzzling and
unsatisfying endings. But then again, for a
puzzling and unsatisfying movie, what can
you really expect?

HARTFORD'S

by Jay James
Brock's is one of a chain of six restaurants
based in Connecticut and Colorado. It is
another one of the seemingly endless
variations of the Steak and Brew
restaurants. It is based on an Irish motif and
by and large their presentation is a genuine
success. The staff is highly proficient,
professional and friendly. Brock's is located
ten minutes away from campus. . . ,
The atmosphere is decidedly casual—it is
also comfortable and relatively spacious.
The furnishings are attractive although the
tables are really too small. We were impressed with the tablesettings'especially the
silverware which is out of the ordinary.
We started out with draft Harp ale which
is the first time we have seen it in the
Hartford area. It is really a frat-man's
delight, but we felt the price (.80) is too high.
One of the more attractive features of other
restaurants in this class such as Steak and
Brew, Emerson's and Chuck's is the
availability of cheaper free beer and wine.
This is one thing that we found definitely
lacking at Brock's, as liquor is certainly an
important (and potentially expensive)
component of any meal . . .
The salad bar is very good—The lettuce is
very crisp and fresh with only a bit of the
less desirable Romaine lettuce. What is
missing here is the presence of tomato as a
condiment... We found the dressings to be
especially tasty, particularly "Brock's"
own dressing, which is flavored with onions.

trips over things. The only two feelings that
Tati was able to produce in me were
discomfort and nervousness.
We now follow Tati at this point as he
wanders through the streets of a Paris with
block after block of identically bland glass
and stainless steel office buildings. The only
glimpses we get of the Paris that most of us
envision are as reflections off foreboding
glass doorways in which we can see the
Eiffel Tower and the Arc de Triomphe.
Whenever this effect occurs, the camera
pauses lovingly over the image as if to say
that the industrialization and the creeping
technology which the Americans shipped
over to France was responsible for dwarfing
their great architectural monuments. The
first time we see one of these reflections, a
very effective moment is created. But Tati
repeats the image so often that it loses all its
power very quickly.
The movie employs one sight gag after
another from beginning to end with no letup.
There are quite a few moments of genuine
comic inventiveness, but these too, quickly
lose their impact through repetition. Tati
seems to think that if something is funny the
first time, it will still amuse the viewers the
second and third times. Needless to say, this

nice touch... The Strip Sirloin is a fine piece
of meat, well marbled and big enough for all
but the biggest eaters.
Brock's also has some attractive Irish
entrees which, unfortunately we did not
have the opportunity to try. They include
"Brock's" Irish Stew ($4.75) and the
"County Cork" Corned.Beef ($4.50). They
also feature seafood entrees, such as "Crab
Killarny" (6.25) and "Galway" Shrimp and
Fries ($4.75).
We finished dinner with chocolate Cream
Pie (.60) and an Apple Crumb Cream Pie
(.60). Both were excellent, although we felt
they were definitely overpriced in relation
to the portions served.
In what we think must be an effort to
speed service and probably streamline the
menu Brock's does not offer any appetizers
or soups. Being old-fashioned at heart, We
still feel that both are an important part of
any meal. If they were able to add three or
four appetizers such as shrimp, oysters,
chowder and say, onion soup, a dramatic
improvement would be seen.
We spent a very enjoyable evening at
Brock's. I for one had one of the best times I
have had in a long time—Our waiter was
great—he alone was reason enough to make
one want to come back. After 11:00, a pair of
Irish folksingers come into the main dining
room from the lounge. They provide some
really super songs and. off-color
jokes—great to sing, listen and drink to.
Although the beers go up to a dollar a bottle,
including the premium beers such as
Guiness Stout, the quality of the entertainment justifies the price.- For a very
enjoyable evening with s6me great entertainment, we heartily recommend
Brock's Eating and Drinking House.

First-Run Films
ALICE IN WONDERLAND—Disney's first
reissue of one of its least successful
animated films is proving to be a large
success, particularly in college towns. This
is due in large part to the heads who are
comprising the bulk of the audience and
enjoying "Alice" in the same way they
enjoyed "Fantasia". <(Showcase Cinemas)
BLAZING SADDLES—Mel Brooks spoofs
the Hollywood western genre in his new
comedy. Reviewers found this film to be
funny in spots, but the total effect does not
add up to a satisfying movie. (Cinema I, E.
Htfd., Central, W. Htfd.)
BUSTIN—Elliot Gould and Robert Blake
star in still another movie about a pair of
working cops, this time in the narcotics
division. Many critics found this picture
grim and repeHant. (Showcase Cinemas)
CONRACK--Jon Voight pulls a switch on
Sidney Poitier as a white teacher in a poor
Southern community who arouses the wrath
of the school administrators with his
unorthodox method of teaching his young
black pupils. This movie was generally
enjoyed by the reviewers who praised
Voight's performance but found the film as
a whole rather syrupy. (Cine Webb,
Wethersfield, Bloomfield, E. Htfd.)
THE CONVERSATION—Gene Hackman
stars in a film by Francis Ford Coppolla (of
"Godfather1' fame) about the invasion of
privacy in contemporary life. Critics
praised the film and especially Hackman's
fine performance. (Burnside, E. Htfd.)
THE EXORCIST—Hugely popular tale of
the demonic possession of a 12-year-old girl
which necessitates
the summoning of an
exorcist. Critics1 ratings ranged from,
"masterpiece" to "utter garbage."
(Showcase Cinemas)

THE GREAT GATSBY—Buried under an
avalanche of pre-release publicity,
Paramount's third film version of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's classic tale of the spoiled, in-,
dolent rich could only be a masterpiece in
order to live up to the public's expectations.
According to the major reviewers, it
assuredly is not. The performances, though,
were highly lauded. (Showcase Cinemas)
THE LAST DETAIL—Jack Nicholson and
crony are assigned the task of delivering an
18-year-old kleptomaniac to a naval brig.
The film was well received, particularly in
light of a fine performance by Nicholson.
(Cinema City)
PAPILLON—Marathon adventure of escape
which stars Steve McQueen and XJustin
Hoffman. Critics found the movie dull and. ,
difficult to sit through. (Cinema City)
SERPICO—Al Pacino is at his best as an
honest New York City cop who is helpless
against the rampant corruptions he sees in ;
fellow officers. Critical accolades.
(Showcase Cinemas)
THE STING—Paul Newman and Robert
Redford play a pair of confidence men out
to swindle big-time hustler Robert Shaw.
Critics rate this picture highly for its entertainment values. (Elm, W.Hartford)
THE THREE MUSKETEERS—Dumas'
classic tale of swashbucklery is second only
to the Bible in readership. Reviewers found
the latest screen version to be a sheer
delight, rich in visual sweep, with a winning
all-star cast. (Cinema City)
ZARDOZ—John Boorman's tour of a
frightening world of the future is conducted
by Sean Connery in this bizarre sciencefiction thriller. Critics generally blasted this
one, (Showcase Cinemas)

Melanie Bitches at the Bushnell
by Wenda Harris
She ..was fifty minutes late. She complained a lot. She screeched into the
microphone. She turned off the acoustic
system. She wouldn't give us an interview.
But on top of all that she was great!
Melanie's concert was scheduled to begin
« 8 p.m. on Sunday, April 28, but at 8:25 the
™Patient audience was informed via loud
speaker that Melanie's new baby was
demanding a late feeding. Meanwhile, the
aucuence became increasingly impatient,
ana one rather overdosed young gentleman
Zt woul< i have done better to remain
seated was carried out bodily by the
cnarming Bushnell ushers. Incidentally,
""We g e n t s g a v e t n e i r o w n performance
wnue Melanie was giving here, slinking
; the aisles and telling young snapshot
irs, "See what happens when you try to
ttiat again!" It was pretty annoying.
^Anyway, when Melanie finally did arrive
""", apologizing for the holdup, she was
by a standing ovation. Off to a
and impressive start with "Living
and "Baby Guitar", she psyched the

ready audience. She paused for a few
moments to tell a joke (of so she called.it)
which rather subdued the audience in its
required contemplation. She continued to
sing some favorites, including "Babe
Rainbow" and "Look What They've Done to
My Song", but then stopped to complain of
imbalance. Apparently she is used to the
microphones coming from both directions
and the Bushnell crew had set both up
coming from the right. After that
technicality was remedied, she continued
her repertoire with "Johnny Boy", "Wild;
Horses", and Dylan's "Mr. Tambourine
Man". She appeared to be in better spirits
since her acquisition of balance, and did a
very beautiful song by Jim Croce called
"Lover's Cross for You".
The audience called forth requests, most
of which she ignored, although she continued to belt out favorites. Her arranger
Ron Frangipane accompanied her on the
piano for two songs, but when they were
about to do a third, Melanie complained that
the piano was out of tune. Exit Mr.

Frangipane. Soon after Melanie discovered
that it was her own guitar,
Yes, Melanie complained a lot, but it was
mainly due to her sensitivity as a person and
as a songwriter. Her sensitivity is very
obvious in the lyrics of her songs, and obvious on the night of her concert in her
performance. Her voice is distinct in its
tendency towards raspishness, and the blare
of the mikes accentuated the throaty notes
to the utmost. Several of her songs were
dragged out; her final choruses would be
almost unbearably loud, then toned down to
a whisper. Yet regardless of such distractions she sang "Beautiful People" and "Left
Over Wine" simply and beautifully.
She tried to leave once and she was called
back. She tried to leave again and was
called back; the audience loved her and she
sang for a good two hours. In the middle of
the show she laughingly complained of an
anonymous buzz in the mikes and finally
had the entire system shut off. The audience
didn't laugh. Although we were sitting in the
eighth row orchestra, we had to lean for-

ward to hear her. As the auditorium completely absorbed her voice, the listeners in
the balconies were deaf to her music, and
one girl in the orchestra shouted but that she
didn't pay seven dollars to hear nothing,
e the request of the audience to turn the
system on, and she eventually had to give in.
Throughout the rest of the evening she kept
her complaints to herself.
After two encores and about twenty-four
songs, Melanie left the stage, having
received three standing ovations during the
concert. We asked permission of an usher to
go backstage, and when denied, explained
we were from the Trinity Tripod; needless
to say, we were still denied. We waited
around the door hoping for a chance to sneak
in, but no luck. Someone of some offieiality
told us Melanie was exhausted and would
have no interviews. We roamed around,
nonetheless, trying various doors, but again
to no avail. We were disappointed at our
could really spoil the effects of Melanie's
music that night—not even her "old
womanish", as she called them, complaints.

editorial
Prejudice
"Prejudice? Sure, I know we still have some prejudice, Trinity included, but what can I do about it?"
The answer to this question seems to involve an effort on two levels;
you must deal with your own prejudice and then work to change the
community.
At the "Market Place on Ideas" last Tuesday Mrs. Cornelia Johnson,
a Hartford Family Service worker, said some of the most damaging
forms of prejudice are very subtle. A white student holds open the door
for a white student entering behind him. Ten minutes later, the same
student lets the door close on a black student behind him.
This subtle prejudice is hard to detect, especially in oneself. It
requires careful evaluation of the way you treat people in all aspects of
your life. Overcoming this behavior requires a struggle to be continually aware of your treatment of other people and to change where
you find your behavior lacking. Hopefully, treating all people as equals
will soon become a habit, just as prejudice was before.
What is the institution's role in this? Trinity must keep the problems
in the student and faculty's mind. It must set the example by making
sure that it's hiring and admissions policy are prejudice free. It seems

that the new Committee on Minority interests organized last year
Althea Strong '73, is a step in this direction, but the College still falls
short in other areas.
Students must also fight prejudice in the Hartford Community. The
Trinity student can be most effective by working to improve the
educational opportunities of minority children in Hartford. In America
education is the key to power and power is the key to equality.
What does this mean for the Trinity student and Trinity College? As
Mrs. Johnson said, "The public schools in Hartford are dreadful."
Students should apply for tutoring positions in Hartford public schools.
A student can pass on his own intellectual excitement to a younger
student as well as help him master the basic skills required to graduate
and hopefully, continue his education. This does hot take a great deal of
time and is immensely rewarding. Furthermore, Trinity offers credit
for such tutoring projeets.so a student need not sacrifice their own
academic goals
What is Trinity College's role in this,? It seems that the College has
tutoring programs. But this is not enough. The school must publicize
these programs, and urge students, through all available channels-the
catalogue, the course book, posters, speeches, letters- to pursue this
opportunity.
Prejudice? It is still here, but there is something you can do about it.

Dangerous And Costly
It is distressing for the Tripod to have to remind students that
playing with fire extinguishers is both potentially dangerous and expensive. As Riel Crandall says, "Fire extinguishers in the dormitories
are the first line of defense for saving people's lives." A full fire extinguisher could prevent simple wastepaper basket fire from turning
into a deaaiy blaze. Unfortunately these lessons are usually learned
' after the tragedy has taken place.

letters to the

Athletics
To the Editor:
'
,
I feel compelled to respond to specific
allegations made in last week's TRIPOD
which involve the Athletic Department and
responsibility to provide tennis facilities for
student recreation.
There is no conspiracy to deny students
the opportunity to play tennis and we are
sorry that several students were disappointed on Saturday, April 27th. The inference that leisure time recreational activity is discouraged by design is just not
true.
The facts of the April 27th incident are:
!. The M.I.T. matches, both freshman and
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Furthermore, refilling these fire extinguishers after unnecessary
use is costing the school about $2,500 per year. If this extra cost were
avoided for a five year period, the school could afford to hire an extra
instructor for a year or refurbish a dormitory. This consideration is
especially important in light of the college's spiraling costs and limited
endowment.
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Copy Editor!
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varsity/were original dates and listed on the
schedule. In the event that rescheduling is
necessary, dates and times must be
mutually available and class absences involved are of primary concern.
@. Roy Dath personally started working on
the tennis courts at 6:45 a.m., and left
around 10:30 a.m. to purchase oranges for
the competing teams. Implications that he is
seldom around are not warranted.
3. College policy limits overtime to four
hours on Saturday unless custodians are
required for a special activity. Their normal
Saturday working houf_s are 7:00^11:00 a.m.
This is the reason tennis court preparation,
must be done in the morning,
providing adequate recreational tennis; the
recommended ratio is one court for every
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seventy-five students. However, we're
optimistic that three new all-weather surface courts will be ready for students in the
fall. They should provide some relief.
I hope the foregoing will clarify some
misunderstandings. My office door is
always open to students to discuss this and
other matters.
Sincerely,
Professor Kurth
Director of Athletics
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To the Editor:
I would like to thank the 23 students who
generously donated their time and their
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sanity in counting ballots last weekend.
Special thanks go to Phil Hewitt, Larry
Golden and Steve Batson for their caretiu
and accurate recording of the Librarj
Committee vote. "
••
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Sincerely.
Sheila Driscoll
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The unsigned letter in last week's
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Herzog, '76. The Tripod regrets theerror^
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comment
\ If Dogs Run Free

The Graduate

By Matt Moloshok
His parents called and insisted that he get
a haircut. "We're not going to let you
graduate looking like that," his mother
assured him.
"That's O.K., mom," Larry said. "My
teachers weren't going to let me graduate
anyway."
His mother was dumbfounded. "Be
serious Larry," she said.
"It's true," he told her sadly. "I have to
research, do experiments, and write a sixty
page paper on hedonism between today and .
tomorrow. By the time I recover, it will be
too late to do the eight French papers I
haven't finished yet, the three take-home
finals in my political science courses that I
haven't finished the course readings for yet,
not to mention my final project in chemical
engineering . . ."
"Well," his mother said philosophically,
"Better you should look like mensch and
take an incomplete in your courses than you
should humiliate the family name at
graduation."
"You don't seem to understand, mother,"
Larry said. "I won't graduate if I don't
finish all this work within the next two
weeks."
"You wouldn't do that to us, would you
darling?" asked his mother. "You wouldn't

disappoint your Uncles Iggie and Moe and over last year."
"And you won the school prize for most
Aunt Hildebrand and Grandma Sergio
"Oh yeah, I remember that case," Larry R.B.I.S in a kiekball season. . . . "
would you?"
said. Ziegfried rode a yak bearback on the
"And all the women from your sewing
"I've never even heard of Aunt Hildbrand New England Thruway . . . Blech. It's too circle got together and sewed me a laundry
before," said Larry.
horrible."
bag.
"That's O.K. you'll meet her at the
"Anyway," his mother said, "I thinkif we
His mother sighed. "It just brings tears to
graduation," said his mother.
had to, we could probably cut it back to your my eyes."
"You're not inviting a lot of people, are father and I and Grandma -Yenta."
"Mine too," Larry said. He glanced at his
you?" asked Larry.
"That would be fine," Larry said,
watch. "Listen mom, I have to go and work
"No, just fifteen or twenty."
"Now, what sort of lighting will they on that hedonism paper for tomorrow. I'D
"But Mom, I told you we only have four have?"
get the invitations out as soon as I can, and I
tickets."
Larry was taken aback. "Mommy, no, you really look forward to seeking you all at
"Four tickets?" asked his mother. "I don't want to take home movies."
graduation."
thought you said forty. That's simply
"Nonsense," said his mother, "we want a
"O.K. darling," his mother said. "Keep in
ridiculous. How do they expect us to keep it professional job."
touch."
• .
•• .
down to four people? I had enough trouble
"Please don't," Larry pleaded.
cutting it to under twenty."
"Why not?" his mother asked. "Your
"I'm sure I will," Larry said. "If I don't,
"But half these people don't even know father's one joy in life is taking home you will."
movies, Just the other day we pulled out the
me," Larry said.
"You'll always by my little boy," his
"That's true," his mother conceded, "but movies of your sixth grade commencement
I figured that, in your Aunt Hildebrand's exercises and showed them to your father's mother said, "Although it's hard to believe
you're becoming a man, graduating high
case, she hardly ever gets out and it's a partner who was here for dinner."
school . . . "
"Thrilling," Larry said.
pretty drive up to Hartford... besides, your
"It,was, darling," his mother continued.
Cousin Ziegfried wants to see the Aetna Life
"Mother," Larry interrupted. "That was
"All your brothers and I cooked that cake, four years ago." ,
Insurance building."
"Why?" Larry asked. "It's big and made and Stacey pulled your hair until you cried .
His mother stopped and counted her
of bricks except for a new wing. I could send
fingers. "Are you sure?" she demanded.
"And
the
Good
Humor
Man
accidentally
him a postcard of it."
"I guess you're right," Larry concluded.
"Would you?" his mother asked. "He'd be locked the Lumbago's miniature poodle in
"See you soon."
so proud. They handled the poor man he ran his freezer . . . "

In ThePublic Interest-

Warning: Nuclear Power
By Steve Wisensale, Director of ConnPIRG
The U.S., like so many other nations, is of accidents definitely increase with the
currently examining the various types of development of more facilities. Although
energy resources available as we prepare to there are 40 nuclear plants today, there will
iheet the numerous energy crises which be more than 1000 by the end of this century.
undoubtedly Uebefore us in the years ahead. Regarding accidents, the AEC claims the
One source which is increasing in odds to be about one in 100 billion a year.
popularity and, unfortunately, is not Nader and other critics maintain that the
meeting a substantial amount of resistance chances of a serious catastrophe are very
at this point is that of nuclear power. Since real and, in fact, some damage has already
the first nuclear power plant was con- been done.
In 1961 three technicians were killed
structed in 1957, we've seen the development
of over 40 such plants throughout the nation. following a serious explosion in an Idaho
The Atomic Energy Commission, with Dr. reactor testing station. According to Dr.
Dixy Lee Ray as its spokeswoman, has Ernest J. Sternglass, there's been a fiftyemphasized the outstanding energy fold increase in cancer and leukemia among
producing ability of such plants and de- children living near the first nuclear power
emphasized the safety factor involved. Dr. plant in Shippingsport, Pennsylvania. Just
Ray contends that her critics, such as Ralph over a week ago one of Connecticut's
Nader and members of the Union of Con- nuclear power plants sprung a leak and
cerned Scientists, are using "innuendo and emitted radioactive materials into the atinaccuracies to build a case against nuclear mosphere. Although the materials were not
classified as "harmful", the fact that it
power largely on emotional grounds."
happened and it went undetected for a
While .the AEC constantly points out the period of 10 days is extremely frightening.
value of nuclear power plants, the chances

plants generally focus on four major areas
of concern. First, there is the possible
emission of low-level radiation which may
eventually prove deadly. Secondly, there's a
question of the safety of the emergency
cooling systems of radio-active materials. If
a reactor core is not cooled constantly, the
heat alone would melt steel and concrete
and thus spread dangerous radioactive
materials throughout the atmosphere.
Thirdly, there's a growing fear of political
terrorists who may seize a power plant and
other nuclear materials and use their
"hostages" as political bargaining power.
And finally, the problem of disposing of
highly radioactive materials persists and
will in fact become even more serious with
the development of more power plants.
On the average, the amount of radiation
carried from a nuclear plant after a major
accident would be 10,000, times more than
that released in the bombing of Hiroshima.
According to the Union of Concerned

Scientists, immediate deaths could occur up
to 75 miles away from the accident and
serious injuries could occur 200 miles away.
In light of the present circumstances, the
possibility of serious accidents taking place,
and the availability of other source! of
energy such as sun and wind', it seems
masochistic at best and deadly at worst to
continue the construction of nuclear power
plants. Is it worth the price that some of our
citizens will have to pay?
ConnPIRG and other public interest
groups throughout New England are joining
together to stop the construction of more
nuclear plants. We feel that our nation's
scientists should devote their studies to the
development of alternative sources of
energy which are much safer than that of
nuclear power. Students and/or faculty
members interested in pursuing this subject
further should feel free to contact the
ConnPIRG office at 525-9326 or get in touch
with PIRG representatives on campus.
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comment
Take Nothing For Granted
by Tom Bray

My first association with the United States
of America was trying to memorize some
white middle class Level II nonsense in first
grade concerning my allegiance to some
piece of material that the teacher called a
flag. I always liked red, white, and blue
color combinations but for a national flag I
would prefer Benjamin Franklin's cartoon
of a disjointed snake with the caption "Join
or Die." It says it all.
If I ever go to jail for my alleged political
and psychological.crimes, I will order
peanut butter and jelly and water for my
last supper. As the National Lampoon Radio
Hour said, "Welcome back the death
penalty." I used to think that America was a
civilized country but then in school I found
out that it all revolved around a definition of
civilization. What a marvelous thing a swiss
watch education is for a man. If that confuses you, don't worry. Just pray that the
government doesn't figure out who I am.
Who am I, you may well ask? Well my
name is Tom and my two sister's names are
Laura and Catherine and we were all born of
the same parents in the same town in
Pennsylvania. This town was founded by

Untitled

Stephen Squires Palmer in the 1890's when
he decided that the New Jersey Zinc
Company which he was bringing to the area
would need houses and stores and churches
for the immigrants that would come to work
in the factory. So he laid out roads and
generally established Palmerton as the
sleepy working class town it is today. All
hail S.S. Palmer, may he rest in peace.
I am told there is a scandal on my
paternal Grandmother's side of the family.
First let me preface my remarks by saying
that my paternal Grandmother is a
descendant of S.S. Kresge, the famous
explorer and capitalist. But the scandal
revolves around somewhere when someone
in the family took an American Indian for a
bride. So if the scandal is true I have a
tincture of native American blood in me,
and maybe even I qualify as a mestizo. At
any rate, my Grandmother now lives in
Tucson, Arix, with my uncle who is a retired
Air Force colonel, and his wife and
daughter.
Basically in terms of ancestry I am seveneighths Pennsylvania Dutch and one-eighth
English working class. The Brays came

over from England after the American Civil
War and settled around Pen Argyl, Pa. This
may not interest you at all, but I just wanted
you to know who I am.
I always believed in the First Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution where it says
something like Congress shall make no law
abridging the freedom of the press, but no
one ever told me that there was a clause that
says however the editor may delete unsuitable material at his or her option. Now
the only part of the Constitution that I
believe in is the amendment where it
guarantees the right of the people to bear
arms.
However if you will notice clause ten of
your Trinity College Housing Agreement for
academic year 1974-75, you will find that you
agreed to have no weapons, explosives, nor
fireworks in the residence halls. In my
opinion that clause should be deleted from
the housing agreement. If this be militancy,
let us make the best of it.
Meanwhile back in the student government the businessmen slowly get stoned, to

paraphrase a pop song lyric. There is a man
in the White House selling everyone a used
car, and the Congress is worried about
evidence. But as Richard Kleindiemt (i
think Kleindienst means "small god" &
Pennsylvania Dutch) once said in regards to
impeachment, you don't need evidence y«i
only need "votes."
In my opinion the U.S. Constitution should
be re-written from the beginning. We might
be able to preserve thepreamble, but if m
do we should follow it immediately with the
Bill of Rights. After that the delegates to the
Constitutional Convention will have to
decide which segments of the working class
get how much power. Otherwise, if the
Constitution is not re-written, I can see no
way that the change from capitalism to
socialism can be made peacefully. And
since that change is inevitable, it would be
better to do it peacefully.
This has basically been my attempt to tie
it all together at the end of the year. By the
way, the Trinity Strike Committee changed
the date of the general strike to liay 1,1975
due to a quagmire of student apathy.

A Practical Guide
by J. Jason Matthews

On Dating, Briefly

Despite progresses made in recent
decades Irom the stodgy moral turpitude
that once shackled our parents to USO
dance-and-billiard halls, and our grandparents to porch swings and temperance
rallies, there have remained intact certain
conventions which lie snuggled in small
pockets of zero change, safe from the
ravages of women's lib, massage parlors,
and the gay movement. One such convention
is dating.
Now that Spring has come lazily down to
the Trinity campus, everyone is striken with
a lethargy and a fuzzy feeling between the
shoulder blades and worse, t h e solution is to
get a date. I know, I know, it's a big step, but
with the right frame of mind and this guide
to smooth over the rough spots, it's easier
than one thinks.
CONVERSATION: Traditionally, conversation has been a stumbling block for
would-be .daters. Many 'times an urbane
spoonerism is the thin line between a successful evening and a socially debilitating
scene. It is difficult to describe the real
terror of the fatal "pregnant silence",
(called a 'break in the conversation' by

Christian Scientists), but is somewhere
close to sitting on an old- fashioned marble
toilet seat in a restroom where the janitor
has thoughtfully left the window open and
it's February. To avert this calamity, have
some emergency topics always ready. An
intriguing few are listed:
1). How Cardinal Richelieu's burning of
the Huguenots and Port Royale was akin to
Kent State . . . in a way . . . for those days,
2). Amelia Erhart survived and is now an
instructress at a Boston-area Arthur
Murray Dance Studio, (she expecially enjoys the mamba).
3). The shocking news of the undisclosed
fourth astronaut who was inadvertently left
behind on the moon which NASA is trying to
cover up.
Note: Never under any circumstances ask
the following:
1). What's your major?
2), That you imagine having a hunchback
is difficult, but do you have a tailor who
makes those gabardines special or are they
altered 'off the rack'?
3). Does that club foot give you any
trouble in deep mud?

THE GOODNIGHT KISS: This aspect of
dating is thought by many to be paramount
in importance and the veritable touchstone
of the "essence of dating", (Jung labelled it
'ennui'). Too many wonderful kisses have
been lost when either partner detects nervousness or blueberry stains. Whining and
whimpering usually do not guarantee a kiss,
the kisser must transmit a confidence to the
kissee. (Lines such as "Frankly my dear, I
don't give a damn," are stilted, but work...
if you look like Clark Gable.) Be considerate
too. Remove cigarettes, food and other
ejecta before you kiss. If you have a cleft
palate, warn your partner as the new sensation could induce vomiting. Finally, don't
feel embarrassed. Kissing is a natural,
healthy way of showing affection for another
person, much like grooming a horse or
shining a turtle's shell.
S*X: Watch your step here! Monasteries
and convents all over the world are filled to
overflowing with young men and women
who have taken this powder-keg facet of
dating too lightly. Actually, people under the
age of thirty or fourty are not mentally

prepared for the many pitfalls and traumas:
that wait eagerly to leap out at two bum'
bling lovers. Remember these facts:
a). Even if you suspect your partner to
carry a "plague of foul hosts", (Albert Schwietzer termed these 'creepy-crawlers') do
not offer him or her a can of Raid House and
Garden Spray. The implication can be offensive. Instead, cover the labelling with
paper or masking tape, then sjjray.
j
b). Watch out for half-empty Coke cans,;
strange bathroom seats and questionable^
doorknobs. If in doubt, WASH YOUR
HANDS!

:

..•••;

c). Secure his or her's phone number and •
address before the evening is over. Ask for
an I.D., if possible for two.
With these simple points memorized,
there should be no reason why the pressures
of a Spring term cannot be relazed. U on
eliminates the potential trouble spots, au»
are good that an enjoyable evening
nes
ahead. Of course, the chances ^ g ett
pin-head or quadraplegic are there
that's the risk we all have to take.

From The Third World ~
by Neil Stratton
The lessons of life bring both teacher and
student together naturally, exploring one
another's impressions as we pass
throughout one's experiences...
On Wednesday, May 1, as our Sun's light
flowed throughout the breeze bringing the
presehts/ence of all Its energy for us, so was
the coming of the Dawadian Passage. We
welcome Bro Dawad Wayne Philip, from the
womb of Trinidadian soil, journeying on into,
and across the waters of life.
In the 1960's (a period which some people
do not seem to be able to get beyond), Bro
Dawad settled down in Brooklyn, N.Y. after
sharing energies in the Virgin Islands,
Puerto Rico, throughout the Caribbean,
U.S., and Canada, to clear his head. He has
just been relieved of his confusion. After
realizing that his life-had begun to fall apart
from constant use of reefer, lfquor, etc., he
crawled out of that which is like crayfishes
in a bucket, the sure sign of destruction, and
if your roots are weak you will surely be
consumed, But discovery and creation is

Brother Dawad
nothing unless ybu have someone to share
that moment with you. One with Freedom
and Peace alone, amidst a world of waste
and self-destruction, is as a Prisoner in
solitary confinement. And then, some people
don't like to be criticized, as they are not
sure of what they are about, criticism will
only serve to help one grow beyond one's
own imposed limits, restrictions, and
barriers.
From among fifty-four brothers and
sisters, Dawad left home at the age of
eleven, to roam a free man, as he travels
throughout the world, and in any way he
sees he can help someone, he helps him; He
has found that "we must find the Holy
Place; to plant your roots-be Holy Yourself.
New York is just a melting pot, the jungle of
Time Center,' U.S.A., but it is home. It is not
the place,- it is the people, we need to find
ourselves, because any one place is just like
any other place in the world. Those who
cannot live with people, need to find
themselves. We must learn to live with the
whole of creation, treating every man, from

the basic ways of respect."
Brother Dawad heard a place that he
would like to be, away from New York for a
while, so there was Hartford, and "for five
days of being, we have found this to be a
Holy Place, and it is good to be here.,.",
Says Bro. Dawad: "i show up in places to
see who knows God...realizing THE FORCE
WITHIN AND AROUND US."
"There are so many people who are
denied the opportunity to go to college, even
to get an education. These people find
themselves in the world without something
to work with; we need to learn to use the
hands-the natural resources of Man. When
one does not do the things he knows he is
supposed to do, he then realizes his
weaknesses. People who sit .and regret
things, they are wasting time away, 'You're
better off planting sugar cane.' "
Tentative plans are being set for a
presentation by Bro. Dawad Wayne Philip;
notices will be delivered if and when the

time arises.

!

ALONE IS AN ISLAND
ANONE IS A PLACE
SOME PEOPLE SAY
THEY LIKE BEING
SOME OF THEM
_
WILL GIVE UP EVERYTHING
AND JUST TAKE OFF
AND GO ALONE
MAN THIS IS ALRIGHT
NOW ONCE YOU'RE THERE
YOU BEGAN TO FIND
ITS JUST
T A __
LIKE EVERY OTHER PLACE
IN THIS WORLD
THERE ARE ALWAYS

SOME PEOPLE
WANTING TO GET OUT
OF BEING
„ _ vc
WHERE SOME OTHER FOLKS
WANTS TO BE...
THE DAWADIAN
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CONNPirg Checks Out Banks
The Connecticut Public Interest Research Group (ConnPIRG) released a "checking
account survey'' for the Hartford area. This survey is a list of banks in Greater Hartford
that offer checking accounts along with respective prices and policies. According to
survey researcher, Steve Kayman, "This comparative listing will allow the consumer to
Stop
payment

Name cf Bank

make more informed decisions in the choice of a bank for personal checking.
A copy of this survey can be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope
to: ConnPIRG, 57 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105; or call 525-9326 for information.

Min amt
to open

Ghg. for
bouncing

# of
branches

$3

1

$4

Bloomfield State Bank
Charter Oak Bank & Trust Co.
Citizens Bank & Trust Co.
of Glastonbury

$3
$3
$1

$10
$5
.00

Conn. Bank & Trust Co.

.00

.00

Constitution Bank & Trust Co.
Glastonbury Bank & Trust C».
Guaranty Bank & Trust Co.

$1
$1
$1

$10
$50
$100

Hartford Natl. Bank & Trust Co.

$1

.00 Discretionary

lstCk-.OO
2nddk-$3
Subseq.-$5
1st 6 -.00
Subseq.-$3

$4
$5
$3

Free
checking

Regular
Account

4
4

.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00

NA
NA
NA

28

$300

50c chg.
8c/ck

NA

6
2

.00
.00

.00
.00

NA
NA

*

4
30

$200

$3 maximum.
New Britain Bank & Trust Co.

$1

.00

$3

6

$400

New Britain National Bank

.50

$25

$3

7

$150

Plainville Trust Co.
Simsbury Bank & Trust Co.
South Windsor Bank & Trust Co.

$1
$2
$1

.00
$5
$10

$3
$3

6

A

$200
$200
$100.

United Bank & Trust Co.

$1

.00

$3

8

$200

Windsor Bank & Trust Co.

$1

$1

$3

1

.00

$3 tf payed 3
$4 if not payed

Special
Account-^

Free for students If
parents have acct.
Below$100-$3
25e/monthly
$100-200 -•$2
lOe/check '•
**
50c/month
NA
8c/ck
***
20 cks fcr $2.50
****
$2/month
Z5c/month - 12c/ck
50c/morith - 10c/ck
****
*****
$3/month
50$/month
8<?/check

.00

25e/month - 10c/ck
*

*

*

*

•

NA

All banks offer banking by mail.
1 No charge for checking provided the balance does not fall below this at.any time during month.
2 This is the monthly charge should the balance fall below #1 above.
3 Other available plans.
.
* Two charges: ,1) below $100 - there will be a $1 per month service charge, and
2) lO^/check with le off this charge for every $1 in lowest monthly balance.
** "Favorite-Person" Account. No details at publication date. Call Htfd. Natl. for information.
*** Two charges: 1) below $150 - there wtll be a 50e per month service charge, and
2) 5c/check, 7c/cash deposit, and 3c/check denosit.
*#** Totally free checking, no minimum balance required, provided the customer also hns any type of savings
account with any of these banks.
***<** Two plans: 1) 25c/month - lOc/chock, or 2) 50c/month-5c/ck, 5 C allowed off for every $100 in balance.

NOW IN 7!R T O U C H S T O N E PAPERBACK •

MOUNTAIN
PEOPLE
by Colin M. Tumbull
author of The Forest People

"A beautiful and terrifying book
of a people that have become
monstrous beyond belief."
—Margaret Mead, Newsday
"An anthropological shocker
',..frightening in its implications
for us all."—Robert Ardrey,
Saturday Review
$2.95 • A Touchstone Book
Published by SIMON AND SCHUSTE

Makes
by Chairman Scott Lewis
Over a year ago, the Medical Facilities
Advisory Panel was established by the
Student Executive Committee in order to
advise, as the College Handbook states, "the
Medical Director, the Dean of Community
life and other College officials about matters
of mutual concern in the provision of
medical services." The Panel has been
meeting this semester with Trinity's
medical personnel in order to obtain and
compile all information pertaining to
medical services offered on campus.
Through the course of our routine investigation we have come to learn sufficient
information to enable us to make several
reasonable proposals designed to improve
the present medical facilities.

Trinity should extend the hours of the
infirmary, preferably twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week. The day has passed
when a mostly male Trinity student body
lived solely for weekend road trips. Coeducation has kept a majority of students on
campus during the weekend and medical
services should adapt to the present
situation.

We believe it necessary for the College to
hire "para-medical personnel, otherwise
We, as a committee, feel that the present known as nurse practioners, during the day.
physical set up of the infirmary is Due to their specialized training, the
inadequate to handle the quantity of patients number of patients who would need to see'
the doctor would be reduced, thus, allowing
the doctor to spend more time with those
who really need his services.

EAT DELICIOUS PIZZA PIES and HOT OVEN GRINDERS

A B C PIZZA HOUSE
ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE

Call When You Leave Your Room
it Will Be Ready On Arrival

PHONE 247-0234
HOURS, M-l 11-12 F-S 11-1 S- 12-12

with proper efficiency and privacy. We
recommend that the present infirmary
office exchange places with the waiting
room. This would allow for easy entrance
into the waiting room and provide ample
privacy for patients in the medical office.

287 NEW BRITAIN AVE.

Further, the committee would like to see
an
expansion of the gynecological services
:
provided on campus. The key factor here is
the amount of time that the gynecologists
are able to spend at Trinity. The College
should hire the gynecologists for one more
visit each semester. This would alleviate the
over crowding of patients in the beginning
and at the end of the year.
A separate medical facilities pamphlet
should be distributed to each student in
order to inform the students of precisely
whatrnedical services are offered.
Finally, we, the Medical Facilities Advisory Panel would like to see Trinity look
into the future and adopt a "five year plan"
for the renovation of the medical services. It
is hoped that this will give the College
direction and the students better facilities.
If you are interested in becoming involved
in the Medical Facilities Advisory Panel
please contact either Scott F. Lewis, P.O.
Box 1668 or Gail Mardfin, P.O. Box 427.
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Over-Priced Beef Revealed In Survey
Steve Kayman

As a result of a recent survey, ConnPIRG
(Connecticut Public Research Group) has.
concluded that Hartford area consumers
are not always getting what they pay for in
ground beef. Furthermore, the group feels it
is forced to condemn state and federal fat
content regulations" as inadequate.
ConnPIRG collected one-pound samples
of ground beef from 10 supermarkets in the
Trinity College area. Specimens were extracted from each package and analyzed on
a Univex Fat Analyzer, accurate to the
nearest .5%. The federal government
specifies a difference in the various cuts of
beef; however, this leaves control of fat
percentages under the jurisdiction of local
authorities.
It is legal for a supermarket to sell lower
quality ground beef at high prices. Both
federal and state regulations set a single fat
content standard for ground beef,~ 30%,
regardless of what it is labeled. Federal law
also requires that "ground beef," "ground
chuck," "ground round," or any other

Crawford Arid
Howard Promoted
Two members of the Trinity faculty have
been promoted to the rank of full professor,
it was announced by President Lockwood'
They are Dr. Richard B. Crawford of 273
Dix Rd., Wethersfield, associate professor
of biology, and Dr, Albert J. Howard Jr., of
1057 Orange Center Rd., Orange, associate
professor of physics.
The promotions to full professor are effective September 1.
Crawford, a native of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
joined the Trinity faculty in 1967. He holds a
bachelor's degree from Kalamazoo College,
a Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University
of Rochester, where he was a graduate
fellow and postdoctoral fellow.
From 1959 until his appointment at
Trinity, he taught at the University of
Pennsylvania's School of dental medicine.
He has written or co-authored 23 articles
in professional Journals and presented a
dozen'invited lectures.
In 1967 Crawford was recipient of a
•^ National Science Foundation grant to study
the chemical processes that influence cell
changes in the embryo. He has also received
research grants from the American Cancer
Society and the U.S. Public Health Service
Howard, a native of New Haven, holds
B.S., M,S., and Ph.D. degrees in physics
from Yale University. He joined the Trinity
faculty in 1962 and has taught, as a visiting
associate, at Yale University and at the
California Institute of Technology.
A nuclear physicist, Howard has
coauthored 22 articles published in
professional journals.

specific cut ol beef consist solely of fresh
beef of that cut. Thus, while it is not illegal
for a supermarket to sell two different
grades of ground beef with similar fat
content at widely varying prices, it is illegal
for stores to sell any ground beef that is not
what it is labeled. However, no scientific
method exists for determining the original
cut from which the ground beef was made.
This renders federal regulations virtually
unenforceable.
Although no stores were found to be
selling meat with greater than 30% fat
content, ConnPIRG's results were nevertheless very discouraging. Of the ten stores
surveyed, five were found to be grading,
labeling and pricing the ground beef in an
unethical and perhaps illegal manner, wait
of the stores ConnPIRG checked were
selling higher priced and graded ground
beef with no proportionate or noticeable
increase in quality (defined as a decrease in
fat content) from lower priced and graded
packages.

Vohra Retires
From Special
Committee

For instance, at the Stop & Shop on Park
Street, $1.09 a pound beef was 17% fat, $1.29
beef contained 22% fat, and $1.45 a pound
beef 'was 17% fat. The most and the least
expensive grades of ground beef contained
identical amounts of fat.
It is from these results that ConnPIRG
concluded that Hartford consumers are not
getting a fair deal for their money. Quite
often, when a consumer pays more money
for a higher grade of ground beef, he/she is
receiving no noticeable improvement over a
lower priced lower grade. This fraudulent
and exploitive situation which puts the
consumer at the mercy of the meat grinder,
is probably the most-critical problem in the
area of retail meat sales, since hamburger
accounts for 50% of ail fa& eaten in
America.
For instance, a consumer may purchase,
as did ConnPIRG, ground round at $1.39 a
pound yet the ground beef this store was
selling for 30$ less a pound contained less
fat. The ground round in this case was

probably not pure' ground round and \m
the consumer is certainly not getting hk
money's worth.
s«=iuag tiis
In light of these results, ConnPIRG h
forced to conclude that state and federal tt
content regulations are inadequate Conn
PIRG urges the Department* Health f0
issue immediate guidelines specifying th!
exact fat percentages allowed for each
labeled name or grade of ground beef Tfo
public interest group recommends a 'limit
under 25% fat as allowable for ground berf
under 18% fat for ground chuck, and 3
10% fat allowed for ground round or sirloin
ConnPIRG feels that these clear easily
enforceable regulations would protect
consumers in Connecticut, and would end
the current state of confusion.
ConnPIRG will promote the enactment of
these standards into law in the Connecticut
Legislature, if the Department of Health
does not act.
Anyone interested in further information
regarding.this survey may contact Steve
Kayman at 247-1014, Box 1188.

news
notes
Trinity To Sponsor
Marathon

A quixotic fever has hit campuses over the
Ranbir Vohra, associate professor of
political science, resigned from the Special country. No longer content to punish the
Committee to investigate appointments and "sensibilities" with unclothed romps,
promotions. Eugene Davis, professor of college people are resorting to the punish;
ment of the body in a 24 hour marathon run
history, will replace him.

Trinity is holding its 2nd such event between
noon on May 22 and noon on May 23. This
"clothed streak" at Jessee Field will be
relay run on campus in, various teams of ten,
having, most likely, two boys teams, a girls
team and a faculty team. If you're interested in self-torture by participation or in
learning more, contact Jeff Clark, Box 64
(for males), Ruth Veal, Box 1994 (for
females) or Prof. Miller Brown, ext, 340 (for
faculty).

Pass-Fail Hurts
Chances For
Grad School

Students taking more than 10 per cent of
their courses on a pass-fail basis will suffer
when they apply to graduate school, says a'
recent survey by the Educational Record.
For Trinity students, this means anyone
who has taken more than four pass-fail
courses may face difficulties.
According to the survey, students with a
majority of pass-fail courses will also face
difficulties in transferring to other schools,
obtaining financial aid, and finding employment.
The poll of 200 graduate schools, 50 law
schools, and 50 medical schools showed that
admissions directors feel evaluation of passfail is "extremely difficult, if not impossible."
"The greater the proportion of the
students' record which is reported in terms
of a non-traditional grading system," the
Educational Record reported, "the greater
the potential for difficulty in entering
another institution."
The survey revealed that when law
schools are faced with a largely pass-fail
record; they rely heavily on Law School
Aptitude Test (LSAT) scores to determine a
student's aptitude.
Grade point averages based upon a
combination of the traditional and pass-fail
grading are regarded as inflated, according
to the survey,
A statement by the LSAT Council on PassFail Grading Systems said grade point
averages based on a combination of grading
systems "seem to overstate in a compound
way the student's general academic ability
and achievement."
Medical school admissions committees
dislike pass-fail grading due to the extra
time involved in reviewing applications,
according to the survey.

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
—but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
'••..But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
An environment which keeps you In contact with
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treatment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, • Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research.
And if you've read this far, you may be interested
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them.
Armed Forces Scholarships
Box A
Universal City, Texas 78148
I desire Information (or the following program] Army •
Navy n Air force p Medlcal/Osteopathfc Q Dental D
Veterinary- a PodTatry n Other (pfiaM specify)
(please print)
Soc. Sec. *
Aririrau
C'W
»in

Enrolled at
(school)

To graduate i n .
Date of birth .

(month)
(month)

(year)
(day)

'Veterinary not available In Navy Program.

ARMED FORCES HSAUTH CARE
DEDICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT

(degree)
(year)

I
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announcements
Shabbat Picnic
Return of the Friday evening special! Join In
a relaxed dinner and Kabbalat Shabbat this
Friday in Hamlin Hall. Get meal ticket
numbers to Donna, box 111 as soon as possible.
LAG BA'OMER PICNIC
Come join us for a festive spring outing this
Friday May 10th at the West Hartford
Reservoir- bicyclers and interested parties
meet at 11:00 A.M. at the Hillel House on 30
Cresent Street. Bring a picnic lunch and a
friend!
For further information or any questions
contact Linda Cherkas, Box 1834 or 522-5713.

Chapel
On Ascension Day, May 23, in the Chapel at
11:00 a.m. the Rt. Rev. Morgan Porteus,
Suffragan Bishop of Connecticut, will visit
Trinity to perform the Rite of Confirmation for
three Trinity students. The Rev. Kenneth
Cameron, associate professor of English, will
preach at the service. At 4:15 p.m. that day
there will be a recital by the Trinity Guild of
Carillonneurs on the Trinity Carillon.
Sunday, 12 May, at 10:30 in the Chapel, the
Rev. John Paul Boyer, assistant minister at St.
Mary the Virgin Church in New York, will
preach. Father Boyer is chiefly known for his
strong views on the ordination of women.

Eucharist
. Thursday, 16 May, at 10:30 p.m., in the Crypt
Chapel, there will be an anthology of readings
from the Bible and other literature about
"Love and Easter." This will be the last
Thursday evening Eucharist of the year.

Sign Shop
The Mather Sign Shop will close at 4:00 p.m.,
on Friday May 17. It will not reopen until
September. If you want signs made, turn in
your request by Friday, May 10. If you want
ditto copies made, turn in your request by 4:00
p.m. on Thursday, May 16.

Help Wanted
Streakers desired for work at library, 8:30 to
4:30 weekdays. Sneakers and appreciative
audience provided. Apply (In person); to
catalog department. Salary negotiable depending on experience and qualifications.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Zulld
Frank Zullo, former mayor of Norwalk and acandidate for the Democratic nomination for
governor will speak in Wean Lounge tonight
(Tuesday, May 7) at 7:00 p.m. CPTV will film
the affair.

AIESEC
There will be an extremely important
meeting of the AlESHCthis Tuesday, May 7
(tonight) at 7:00 in the Senate Room. Perspective members are welcome. Elections will
be held so please be prompt.

Revolution
The Radical Alternative Group will offer the
last in its series of discussion groups tomorrow
night at 7:30 p.m. in Jackson Lounge, on the
subject "Strategy and Tactics for a
Revolution." Everyone is welcome. Discussion
will center on Lenin's What is to be Done, R.
Luxemburg's Reform or Revolution, Marx's
and Engeis's Communist Manifesto, Erigels's
Socialism; Utopian or Scientific, and E.
Bernstein's Evolutionary Socialism; the
theories of Mao Tse-tung, Regis Debray, Fidel
Castro, and other revolutionaries will also be
discussed. Once again, everyone is welcome to
take part, even Jf you have not attended the
previous sessions.

enjoy
Summer's coming - time to get it together with lots of time for the things
that count. Whether you're going on the road, or working for what you
believe in, or just hanging loose - have a good summer.
In any case, now's the time to call us to make arrangements for disconnecting your phone. It's your protection against having to pay for long
distance calls that you never made. We'll also be glad to arrange for
your phone in the fall, if you're coming Mck.
And thanks for the opportunity to serve you.

Southern New England Telephone

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT'L BDS
'Preparation lor tests required lor admission to
graduate and professional schools
•Sin and twelve session courses
'Small groups
'Voluminous material lor home study prepared by
experts in each field
'Lesson schekkule can be tailored to meet individual
needs. Lessons can be spread over a period o{ several
months to a year, or lor out of town students, a period

of one week
'Opportunity for review of past lessons via tape at the
center

"Classes Forming Now for Summer and Fall Compact
Courses Available"
U75 East 15th street Brooklyn, N.Y. !&m
. (212) 336-5300
?
(514) 538-4555
DAYS, EVENINGS, WEEKENDS
Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
The Tutoring School with the Nationwide Reputation
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Record at 5-9

Baseball Dro DS Three
Jeffs, Cards" riumph
by Doug Sanderson
There's not much to be said for last week's
performance of Trinity's Niners. Their
hitting was better — somewhat -- but very
unclutch, and their pitching began to show
what many had said before the season was
its true color. As a result the Bantams lost to

sixth innings, but Burpee relieved starter
Bill Gustus (2-1) and held the lead. The
Cardinals' first two runs scored in the first
on a dropped fly ball, a walk, two wild pitches and a passed ball. So it went.

perennially powerful Amherst 9-3, and to
Wesleyan for the second and third times in
as many outings this year 5-2 and 8-5. All
three games were played at home as the
Trinity record fell to 5-9 with four games to
play.

' The first game followed a similar pattern.
Wes scored twice in the first and once in the
second as a Burpee triple and a Chris Vane
double were the big hits. Starter Dave
Durian (4-2) scored on a wild pitch following
his sixth-inning triple to ice the win,
Wesleyan stands at 9-4.

The Lord Jeffs came to town sporting a 9-2
record and a .343 batting average. Both
figures were fattened as Paul Horan's triple
knocked in two runs and Mark Woodbrey's
long fly ball scored the eventual gamewinner.

REPORTER RAMBLINGS: Sitting
through Saturday's double-header was the
most frustrating experience this reporter
has had since covering the 1972-3 (3-15)
Basketbants.... But the frosh team, fresh off
a 10-4 win over Loomis, ran its record to 6-0

Woodbrey and Dave Driscoll had three
hits each to highlight the 17-hit Lord Jeff
attack. Ted Martland (2-1) picked up the win
for Amherst. Dave Kuncio, Trinity's starter
and loser(0-4), led the Bantams offensively
with a solo home run and a single.

with one game left, so maybe there's hope
for the future.... Team batting is .229, team
earned run average a remarkable 3.96!...
Two men only are over .300: Dave Kuncio at
.394 and Mike Getz at .357. Last year's
leader, Rick Hall, is mired at .230, though he

Wesleyan sent 10 men to the plate in a
four-run fifth inning, building an 8-1 lead, en
route to their double-header sweep over the
Bants Saturday. Run-scoring hits in the
inning were a double by Rick Burpee, a
single by Sean McKeown and a triple by Jim
Lyons.
Trinity came back with two-run fifth and

leads team with 15 walks. Kuncio and Mike
Hoskinson have homers, John Wiggin leads
with two triples, and Getz has four doubles
and eight RBI. John Kind] leads in pitching
with 2-1 slate and 2.57 ERA.... Last games
are Tuesday at Springfield, Bowdoin here at
2:30 Friday and Bates to close the season
with two games starting Saturday at 1, Ciao.

Photo by Dave Levin

Jeff Ford stops a potentially dangerous shot off the stick of Union's highscoring Bob Grossman. The junior goalie, in only his third year at the insane
position, has turned in many commendable and a few brilliant performances
during his career here. From one rag to another, good goin'.

Golf Streak Shot Down
by Chip N. Putt and the Happy Hooker
There's no more joy at Trinity than there Manchester, New Hampshire and the New
was in muthical Miidville. Not that any one England Championships.
star struck out. The whole golf team found
Trinity's chances were immediately
the going rough on a recent northern tour
which included a match against Williams dimmed when number one player Schuller
and Dartmouth on Wednesday and the New was freakishly struck on the elbow by a
drive and lost the effective use of his right
Englands on Thursday and Friday.
hand for both rounds. Bruce tried to hold up
After the Connecticuts last Monday in the Bantam banner to the end, but with
which Trinity finished second to Central Staudinger, Finkenstaedt, and Taussig all
Connecticut, the golf team was in a com- having problems with the demanding
manding position. The finish, sparked by Manchester course, the cause was virtually
Peter Schuller and Henry Bruce, lost.(the best four out of five 36 hole ascores
established the Bantams as a potential were counted towards the teams' total
threat in the New Englands.
score).
Trinity started north to Williamstown and
The official results were not immediately
its own peculiar weather patterns, Gusts of
up to 40 miles per hour were sufficiently available, but it was expected that Trim y
distracting to throw off Trinity's timing and still finished in the top ten of some thirty
shot judgement. The result was a resoun- teams. It was, however, not a trip which me
ding double defeat which set their up-to-then golf team will try to remember.
Today provides an opportunity for tne
perfect record back to 7-2. Managing to
swallow the disappointment with charac- team to redeem itself as it meets Springtieia
teristic determination, the team headed to and AIC in the last home match.

Photo by Letitia Erler,

Rip Lincoln is ready for anything the opposition might want to send his way.
The senior defenseman and this year's captain has played consistently well
throughout his three year varsity career here at Trinity.

Laxwomen Bombed Twice
by Fran Congdon
The women's lacrosse team suffered two
defeats last week, Last Monday Smith
defeated them 15-3 and on the following
Thursday they lost to Miss Porter's, 12-8.
The Smith game was played on home
ground but this slight advantage did not
seem to help. Barbara Hayden and Letitia
Erier each scored once during the first half
but the team was down 6-2 when the period
was over.

During the second half, the Smith offense
just kept pelting them in to score six more
times in, the remaining 25 minutes. Erler
managed to score one more for Trinity to
make the final tally 15-3, (Ouch!)

In Farmington the team did not fare much
better against a strong Miss Porter's squad.
The half time score was 6-4 with Trinity
goals by Hayden (three) and Erler (one).
During the second half however, Farmington kept shooting long shots at the well
screened Karen Blafceslee which increased
Miss Porter's goals to a total of twelve.
Meanwhile Hayden and Erler played a
repeat performance as Barbara netted
three and Letitia, one.
The team has two away games left in the
season against University of Rhode Island
and Williams. The potential is there, in the
offense and defense, but the main problem
seems to be getting the ball to the right end
of the field.
• • .,

YOU WENT TO
A COSTUME PARTY
DRESSED AS
YOURSELF AND WON
FIRST PRIZE.
MAYBE WHAT YOU NEED IS A MAXIMUS SUPER.
Ma*imu» Suptr Saar. t X Mill Drawing Co . Urlct, N.V.
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Drops to .500

Lax Tops U.R.I.; Flops to Union,Middlebury
by Al Stark

The Trinity College lacrosse team saw
their record dip to .500 this past week. A14-6
victory over Rhode Island on Monday was
followed by two losses to Union 15-13 and
Middlebury 12-6.

scoring at 9:20 of the 1st period with a 10
yard bouncer into the far corner against a
rugged U.R.I, zone defense. A minute and a
half later Nick Bensley beat the Ram goalie
for the ball and then fed Cleary for an open
cage quick stick goal. At 11:25 U.R.I,
midfielder John Kennedy showed a few

The Rhode Island game played in
Kingston was often a boring affair which moves as he zeroed in for his 5 yard tally,
found Trin simply going through the motions Cleary and Tim Stevens gave Trin a 4-1
against a weak Ram team. Mark Cleary, bulge with late 1st period goals.
who had five goals on the day, started the
The 2nd period was much the same with

Photo by Dave Levin

'Sugar Bear' Soloman shows a bit of elation after a temporarily tieing tally in
'he third quarter against Union. Charlie soloed through their entire defense,
finishing off the mad dash with a 15 foot rocket.

Trin again gathering 4 goals as compared to kept them in the game all day. At 3:13 the
the Ram's one tally. The man-to-man U.R.I, Jacks went ahead 5-3 when Thompson
defense didn't seem to bother Bensley as he , passed to Grossman in front of the nets. At
came around from behind to rattle the cage 7:57 Dave Lewis intercepted a Union
with a low bouncer. At 2:35 a Ram penalty clearing pass and he then hit Max who
made it possible for Bensley to get an assist rambled down the field for the score. The
as Cleary found the range to make the score Bants tied the score at 5 all a minute later
6-1. Ram midfielder Charlie Young then when Bensley took a Jack defenseman into
retaliated at 4:20 with a man-up goal of his the hole for a beautiful one:on-one goal. The
own. Dave Lewis and Chris Mooney ended 1st half ended in a tie as the Thompsonthe 1st half scoring with goals at 8:25 and Grossman combination tallied again and
1415.
Mark Cleary beat the goalie with a high
bouncer at 11:13.
The 3rd stanza may just as well be
The Trin Ten got off to a fast 3rd quarter
forgotten if you are a Bantam Booster. The
Rams took a grand total of 5 shots, but 4 of start with two solo efforts by Bobby Murenia
them managed to get through for goals. The and Bensley. Union quickly tied the game,
lone Trinity score was notched by Bensley however, with goals at 6:46 and 6:58.
who sifted his way through the U.R.I, Grossman got an assist for his pass to Ward
and midfielder Jim Thompson beat both
defense for the bull's-eye.
Dave Lewis, Jeff Ford with a low bouncing
The Jacks then went ahead 10-8 on
In the 4th period the Bantams finally shot.
at 9:36 and 10:10 by Steve Gullans and
managed to show some life as Cleary got his goals
Charlie Howe. The see-saw battle continued,
last goal of the day, Chris Max garnered 2 nevertheless, as the Bants would not give in
tallies, and Mooney and Mike Moffitt each to the powerful Dutchmen. Mark Cleary
collected one. The 4th quarter was freed Bensley with a pick and the attackman
highlighted, however, Rip Lincoln's assault responded with his 5th goal. At 14:28 the
and battery. The Ail-American candidate, crowd was entertained by the "Sugar Bear
who prides himself on remaining cool under Dance". Charlie Solomon somehow got past
all circumstances, shocked his teammates the entire Jack defense to ruffle the cords
and the crowd at 3:30 of the last period. with a one handed shot. The Bear's offensive
Lincoln was forced to take a seat on the philosophy is simple, "Since I don't know
bench for his unmerciful attack on an in- where the shot is going, the goalie certainly
nocent and unsuspecting Ram attackman. can't know."
The game between Union and Trinity on
In the last period Trinity simply found
Wednesday was probably the best and most itself with too little time and too many
entertaining game of the year despite the 15- penalties. Once Union stretched its lead to
13 defeat. Union jumped out to a quick 3-0 14-11 there was not enough time for the
lead after just 7 minutes. The 1st goal was Bantams to make yet another comeback.
by John Thompson who quickly turned The final score of 15-13 was certainly a
fellow attackman Bob Grossman's pass into disappointment, but Trin had put on an
an assist. Thompson made it 2-0 as he beat impressive display of guts and offense.
goalie Ford with a one hopper from near the
restraining line. Little Dutchman Don Ward
Whatever Trin had on Wednesday was lost
by the time the Bantams took the field
tallied the next goal after he was able to pick against Middlebury on Friday in scenic
up a loose ball near the crease. Trin finally Vermont. The final score of 12-6 is very
responded at 8:25 when midfielder Rick deceiving when one considers the fact that
Schweikert spotted Bensley all alone and the half time score was ll-l. After Max
then it was Nick who put the pill past the scored at 1:07 o{ the 1st period Middlebury
goalie. The first quarter scoring ended at realed off 4 straight opening period goals.
10:05 when Grossman again fed Thompson The second period was a disaster as the
who was then able to casually walk in and Panthers chalked up 7 more unanswered
goals. The day was only made complete
shake hands with the Trin goalie. .
once the rain arid cold finally set In to make
The 2nd period belonged to Trinity as the the game the lesser of the two evils, Trin did
Bantams outscored the Union Jacks 5-2. Rip manage to make a mild come back in the
Lincoln's "clear" made Max's shoeless goal 2nd half, but it was more of a fight for
possible after only 49 seconds. Trin's "ride" respectability than anything else.
Tomorrow the Trin Ten host the Wesleyan
then proved to be effective in bothering the
Dutchmen as Bensley picked off an errant Cardinals at 3:00 p.m. This should be an
pass which resulted in an open cage goal. In excellent game if the Bantams are able to
fact, the Bantam's ability to ride and clear regain their Pre-Middlebury form.

Conn. College Fails

Tennis Finishes Season
Drops Two of Last Three
i
by Rod
T
The Wesleyan match was less fun. Duck
|
he varsity tennis team wound up the 1974
Porter took number 6 singles and Emery
i regular
season
tour
with
three
matches
in
| " v e days. The Emerymen faced this and Lynham took third doubles but the top of
\ grueling prospect with typically fierce the ladders were all red. Jim Kerans added
| abandon. This week their efforts began to spice to the afternoon giving yet another
I span out. The boys in baby blue brought chapter in his series, "How to crumble a
tennis racquet." Williams hung tough for
three sets as did first and second doubles but
' home ythe
bacon
from
Conn.
College
on
the score was still 7-2.
AHu crusl »ng the tenacious upstarts 6-3.
Although a trip to Wesleyan and a visit by
Army resulted in two defeats, Trin gave
Friday afternoon saw Army invade
ooth of these highly-touted teams all they Trinity
24 hours before the scheduled H-hour
could handle.
.
and left with a 6-3 win but not before being
scalded. Solomon, at number two, played
The New Englands are this week-end at with his head in the clouds and demoralized
his opponent 6-3, 5-7, 7-6. Sol is still a
numK °U h a n d T r l n i t y f i 8 u r e s t 0 surprise a
ftf«
Payers.
The blue and gold's sophomore and should provide a lot of tennis
w i u ro
•
P bably be Emergy and
ln
doubles who sport a 7-1 record excitement in the next two years. In
r which win p r o b a b l y e a r n t h e m a
doubles, Kerans and Williams won for the
first time in two years together and did so by
twice breaking the service of Army's
8 w a s a e r f e c t tennis d a with
number one man: Armstrong. The number

TriSl? ? i n g s t r oPn

y

victor^ Cno n n e c t i
g d e P t h t 0 Produce the
the r h
cut
College was tough on
sphaI1
spots £ ? Veatmg
specially in the top
J o n Em
Sol0mnilo: 6 4 ? 5 a n d et hr ey t06-3, 6-3, Jim
Mark vmiia ' 8" i'u i"d 'J i m K
P doubles of

one" doubles are going to look pretty tough at
Dartmouth if they can keep it together as
well as they did Friday. Emery and Lynham
came through again with their seventh win
The «SS
?
< ™ 7-6, 4-6, 7-6. of the season.
1 ot tt n e f
team convincingly swept the

'

Mark

6-3, 6-2, Jim
flashy^r,'1 °"*<
*iarK Williams 6-3, 6-2 and
orter 6
teams nf , Ot 0n a n~h4-6,
6-4 in singles and
default an°i Sm e r y d aHnodb i e Porter 7-5, 2-0
showed'th^Tr m c a n la v eLvnham
6-3 6-2
"'"•• Z
J
P y r y tou gh all the
a
°wn the line.

Captain' 'Emo" deserves a lot of credit for
his ability to keep the team together and
trying despite a disappointing season. More
than once did Jon's fiery rhetoric spur our
boys on to great efforts. Thanks Jon. Good
luck you guys at Dartmouth.

Photo by Dave Levin

Nick Bensley, junior attackman for the Bant laxmen, fires home one of five
scores vs. Union in a losing, but valiant, effort.
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Dad Vail this Weekend

Heavies, Lights, Pair win New Englands

by the way
Saturday was the last regular season crew
race for Trinity before the Nationals in
Philadelphia, at the end of this week. The
New England Small College Rowing
Championships were held on Lake
Waramaug in Kent, Connecticut. Crews
from Marist College, Lowell Tech, Williams,
Wesleyan and Trinity competed in pairs,

Barney (stroke), raced their pair against a
Lowell Tech boat. At the start the boats
pointed into steady winds and waves, and
were rocky off the line. Inevitably, everyone
crabbed. Barney and Mooney soon settled in
though, and the wind did not get unmanageable, so for two thousand metres the
Trinity boat pulled away to win easily.

fours and eights. Trinity won the overall
The frosh- Mike Mackey(bow), Will
cup, placing third in the J.V. fours and Shoff(2), Jim Gardener(3) Dave Teichmann
eights, second in the frosh eights, and first in (4), Jim Chapin(5), Jim Plagenhoef(6),
the pairs and Varsity eights, heavy and Charley Poole(7), Clark Patterson(stroke)
light. It was the first time the lightweights and Dave Greenspan (cox), lost a close one
have won the New England's.
, to Marist last week, being unaccustomed to

crew that doesn't use eights, and one each
from Williams and Wesleyan. Lowell took
first and second, Trinity was third by half a
length, with Williams and Wesleyan way,
way back. It was a good, solid row by the
four, who concentrated on their own boat
and did the best job they've done yet.
The J.V. eight- Charley Cohn(bow), Jeff
Bolster(2), Peter Stisser(3), John Grouse
(4), Tony Mazzarella(5), Steve Steck (6),
John Fennerty (7), Mike Brown(stroke), and
Will Matthews(cox) came in behind
Wesleyan and Marist. This eight has only
one. really accomplished oarsman, Mike
Brown, who did not recover from a broken
wrist until just prior to the racing season.
Consequently the J.V. was not up to coping
with the demands of bad conditions.
Moreover Wesleyan and Marist started in
lanes two and three and finished in lanes
five and six, having swung in front of and
around Trinity. That kind of bungling is a
good way to get disqualified. Matthews held
his boat to lane four.
The light varsity-Tom Goldberg(bow), Ed
Potter(2), Jay Gowell(3), Jay Fisher(4),
John Doolittle(5), Jeff Booty(6), Drew
Isaac(7) Tom Martin(stroke), and Bob
Sears(cox), raced Marist, Williams, and
Wesleyan in the worst conditions of the day.
Trinity had trouble at the line, since half the
oarsmen failed to hear the starting commands and joined in as best they could. The
wind whipped up the moment the boats took

Photo by David Lowe

Andy Anderson, Varsity heavy cox if you'll pardon the expression, takes a
dive following an early season triumph over Coast Guard. Doing the honors
(from left to right) are Charlie Putnam, Ted Berghausen, Phil Wendler (who is
mostly hidden), Burt Apfelbaum, Ben Brewster (partially hidden by the right
arm of...) Von Gryska, Rick Eadie, and Curtis Jordan.

The morning conditions - wind gusts from
thirty to sixty with corresponding wave
action, made racing impossible, and the
regatta was not begun until four, instead of
before noon. The keyed-up Trinity oarsmen
responded to the potentially disastrous
delay with magnificent aplomb. The unflappable heavy varsity, being somewhat
bucolic by nature, whiled away the hours
pitching
horseshoes-badly.
Suave,
cosmopolitan Will Matthews, the crew's
outstanding man of the world, held an informal fox hunt, casting himself as Master
of Hounds. The greening hills of Kent
resounded briefly with the baying of the
pursuit and many a-hearty "Tally-Ho!".
Said Matthews later, "All part of life'srich
pageant, you know." Jeff Bolster, as fox,
was allowed to escape.
At four the conditions were deemed
viable, ie., as good as they were going to get,
and seniors Chad Mooney (bow) and Bill

downstream races and confused by a shaky
first five hundred. At Waramaug they
looked for revenge, but didn't find it. Their
race had to be re-started, since Marist broke
an oarlock in the first few strokes of the
initial start. The second start was from a
count-down, because the wind had come up
and the boats could not be aligned. Trinity
rattled off the line, dropped a few seats,

off, and the first five hundred metres were
grueling. It was impossible to keep any sort
of momentum as the boats hauled their way
from whitecap to whitecap. Down from the
start, the lights were about even at the five
hundred, when the wind really got bad and
things momentarily fell apart for Trin. The
Marist cox tucked in close.to the far shore,
found good water, and moved out. A surprisingly strong Williams crew came
together and pulled out. Wesleyan was

hopelessly out of it, and was the only boat
the Trinity crew could see behind them. Cox
Sears held the boat together, and worked the
lights
back. For five hundred metres the
lead1 continually changed hands among^ the
three boats, as one crew after another would
setup, get hammered, and drop back. At the
thousand Williams had slipped back a
length, and thanks to Sears' refusal to let the
boat slack, Trinity had a seat over Marist.
couldn't get it back in the chop, and it was Here the wind lessened and conditioning
last week's race all over again. Marist could
not add much to their lead, and Trinity's
charges were all frustrated. Marist won by began to pay off, as the crews, like semis
seven seconds, a margin which does not cresting a hard hill, sat up and began to roll.
make them unbeatable in Philadelphia, Marist was visibly flagging and Trinity built
where the water isn't bad and the Trin frosh up a lead that exceeded two lengths of open
will have had another week to get used to a water as the boats passed the fifteen hundred. The last five hundred was sheltered
chop.
and flat. Trinity remembered the sting of
The J.V. four- Val Holz(bow), Mark losing by one and a half seconds to a
Salonia(2), Henry Reilly(3), Andy phenomenal Marist sprint last week and
Paalborg(stroke) and Carey Laporte (cox) raised the stroke enough to win by thirteen
raced four other boats, two from Lowell, a seconds. Marist barely squeezed out
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Williams, whose sprint started fractional!
late.
The Varsity heavies-Rick Eadie(bow)
Ted Berghausen(2) Burt Apfelbaum(3) W
Brewster (4) Curtis Jordan (5), phn
Wendler(6), Von Gryska(7), Charley
Putnam(stroke), and Andy Anderson(cox>
finished off the day against Marist and
Williams. The only really exciting part of
their race was the start, where the power
and style of the eight came on in a purelv
beautiful way, unaffected by and apparently
oblivious to the fast, hard gusts of wind and
constant brisk chop. The heavies had a
length and a half at the five hundred and
kept going away smoothly, to win by eight
lengths without a sprint. Marist beat
Williams to come in second. Marist amassed
enough second place points to make the
point trophy a close thing; it was Trin over
Marist 76-75.
The regular season is over, and Thursday
the crew travels to the Dad Vail Regatta in
Philadelphia. Trinity has never won the
Vail, has never won at the Varsity level,
heavy or light. Charley Putnam says "It's
about time we won all", and this looks likea
good year for it. The heavies have to worry
about UMass, but no more than U Mass has
to worry about Trinity. The heavy eight will
be seeded at or near the top.
The lights look good for the Vail. They
have to watch out for Marist, Marietta,
Coast Guard, and possibly Florida Institute
of Technology, but as with the heavies,
everybody else has to watch out for Trit.
The lights, as the heavies, will be seeded
high.
The J.V. eight is tough to assess for the
Vail, because they are a tough boat. If they
get a break with the water conditions and
lane selection, they could surprise some
people. The J.V. four is not going to win the
Vail, and they know it. They have had what
every oarsman has at least one of- a season
that teaches you something else besides how
to win. The four are those who stuck out tfiejt
break-up of an eight due to the loss of personnel caused by infractions of trainingj
regulations. The four has learned how to rowl
its own race, they never let the crew down]
and they have come a long way as oarsmenj
The crew is looking to the frosh to put i
together at the Vail. They've been hurt bj
inexperience, especially in lousy condition
and downstream races, but they've learnffi
and steadily improved. If they can channtij
their power, psyche, and skill into a clean
first five hundred, Marist and everybody
else will taste.
|
Chad and Bill put their pair together jot
take a shot at the Vail. Their competition is
an unknown factor, since they will face
boats they have not raced and their regular
season opponents have not faced. Regaro
less of what the boats alongside are up M,
Trinity will make a good strong effort»
win, All around this has been one ot we
crew's finest seasons, and promises weiiK»
next year.

*

The varsity eight slacks their stroke after finishing with a strong sprint over W.P.I, in their opening and only home
regatta of the year back in early April. Anderson congratulates stroke Putnam, Gryska, Wendler, Jordan, Berghausen,

